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ABSTRACT 

 Despite cross-field implications, the strategic and political aspects of selection and 

appointment have received limited scholarly attention.  Prior research has primarily focused on 

one system of selection or appointment.  This dissertation contributes to our understanding of the 

strategic and political elements of selection and appointment by investigating the influences, 

considerations, and strategies under different systems, with different constraints, and from 

different perspectives. 

The first part of this dissertation investigates the determinants of appointments to 

different bureaucratic job types in a legally unconstrained system by evaluating Papal 

appointments to the Roman Curia.  The second part of this dissertation investigates how strategic 

behavior changes when a veto player is introduced to the selection and appointment process by 

evaluating how the political dynamics between the president and the United States Senate affect 

confirmation duration to agencies of different ideological backgrounds.  The third part of this 

dissertation evaluates how procedural rules affect selection from within a body of colleagues by 

conducting a case study of the 2005 Papal Conclave, the first conclave under a rule that would 

have limited the “infinite game” until a two-thirds majority was achieved to elect a pope. 
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CHAPTER I:  THE LINKAGE OF THE STUDIES OF SELECTION 

 The political elements of selection and appointment are important areas of study in many 

fields, including business, economics, public administration, and political science.  This 

dissertation contributes to the study of selection by investigating: (1) which qualities chief 

executives consider when selecting subordinates for different job types, (2) how veto players can 

affect the process of selection and appointment, and (3) how procedural rules can alter outcomes 

of the selection process.   These three questions reflect the elements of one of the most basic and 

commonly quoted definitions of politics, “who gets what, when and how,” thus linking the 

political elements of selection to the overall study of politics (Lasswell, 1936).  

 Chapter Two considers elements of selection from the point of view of a legally 

unconstrained selector, in this case the pope, and his appointments to the bureaucratic arm of the 

Catholic Church, the Roman Curia.  Utilizing appointment data from Benedict XVI’s pontificate, 

this study investigates how appointee ideology, education, and prior work experience are related 

to appointment rank and job type.  In the context of the study of selection, this study illustrates 

the “who gets what” element of political selection.  That is, appointees with particular qualities 

and qualifications are “getting” a job posting that offers them a level of closeness to the pope and 

the power to advance policy.  The pope is also “getting” appointees, with the qualities he desires, 

to fill positions in the Roman Curia. 

 Chapter Three investigates the “when” element of political selection.  Veto players can 

affect the timing in which a chief executive gets a desired outcome.  In the United States, the 

Senate acts as a veto player for presidential appointments.  Building on and expanding political 
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science literature in American Politics, this study evaluates factors that contribute to the time it 

takes to confirm Presidential Appointments with Senate Confirmation (PAS) positions.  Where 

previous studies generally evaluated appointees en bloc, this study introduces the consideration 

of the agencies as political entities with discernable and measurable ideologies.  Utilizing a 

system for classifying federal agencies developed by Lewis (2008) and Presidential Nomination 

(PN) data for the George W. Bush and Obama presidencies, this study utilizes survival analysis 

to evaluate the effect being nominated to an “ideological” agency has on confirmation duration.  

Furthermore, this study investigates whether appointments to agencies aligned with the president 

or opposed to the president produce greater confirmation durations. 

 Chapter Four highlights the “how” of political selection through investigating the effects 

of procedural rule changes on the 2005 Papal Conclave that elected Pope Benedict XVI.  The 

dynamic of how procedural rules affect political outcomes has been getting increasing attention 

in political science.  In the practice of governance, there is an acknowledgement that the person 

or people who “decide how we decide” are in a unique place of power.  In American politics this 

is reflected by the consideration of the House Committee on Rules being, arguably, the most 

powerful committee (“House Rules Committee,” 2016).  For papal conclaves, there was a 

longstanding rule that the election of a pontiff required a two-third’s majority.  Rounds of 

balloting continued, ad infinitum, until a two-third’s majority was achieved. 1  In 1996, however, 

Pope John Paul II changed the procedural rules for the election of a pope.  His changes allowed 

for the use of a simple-majority vote after a number of ballots under a two-third’s election 

threshold rule had failed.  This fundamentally changed the election from an infinite horizon 

game to a fixed finite game.  Previous scholarship investigated the strategic behavior of electors 

                                                
1 This rule is now again in place. 
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at papal conclaves and made projections about how this rule would change the behavior and 

outcome of papal conclaves (Toman, 2004).  Utilizing data leaked from the 2005 Papal 

Conclave, this case study attempts to replicate the percentages of strategic and sincere voters in 

papal conclaves found in previous scholarship.  Furthermore, I evaluate the projections made 

regarding the rule changes. 

 By building on previous scholarship, introducing new data, challenging previous 

explanations, and introducing new hypotheses, this dissertation utilizes three unique systems to 

evaluate the political elements of selection.  It demonstrates that selection is eminently a political 

process with outcomes that are affected by the political considerations of the selector, the 

presence of veto players, and the procedural rules governing selection.  
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CHAPTER II:  PAPAL APPOINTMENTS TO THE ROMAN CURIA 

There is a growing body of research in political science on the politics surrounding 

executive appointments.  The existing body of research focuses either on one particular area (i.e. 

judicial appointments) or it analyses political appointees in the aggregate.  Both of these 

approaches are flawed; in that a strict focus on one type of appointee position does not 

adequately address the fact that those appointees are not nominated in a vacuum, separate from 

the rest of the political process.  Analyzing appointees in the aggregate leads to overlooking 

special considerations the chief executive might give to particular types or levels of positions.  

By analyzing the appointments made by the pope to different Roman Curia positions, the 

administrative body of the Holy See, we can discover if the selection criteria used by chief 

executives changes with the appointee position type. 

Studying Papal Appointments to the Roman Curia allows analysis of a uniquely multi-

national and multi-ethnic organization functioning where the leader is formally free in whom he 

selects from any strategic considerations.  Election to the papacy is a lifetime or until willful 

retirement appointment and also free from formal constraints; there are no ‘veto’ players.  This 

gives insight into other unconstrained political entities and organizations (presidential 

appointments that do not require senate confirmation, privately held companies, non-

governmental organizations (NGO’s), charities etc.).  This research is generalizable also to 

democratic institutions.  It allows us to see the extent to which strategic and political 

considerations may not be entirely due to the presence of veto players in the appointment 

process.  Both constrained and unconstrained executives may make similar calculations. 
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The Holy See, the ecclesiastical body that is the Diocese of Rome, is internally distinct 

from the Vatican City State.  The Holy See encompasses the religious and national aspects of the 

Catholic Church and governs the sovereign territory of the Vatican City State.  The Vatican City 

State refers strictly to the facilities and land of what is commonly termed as “the Vatican”, and 

the Holy See carries out its governance.  The Holy See governs itself ecclesiastically and the 

Vatican City State by proxy via its bureaucratic system, the Roman Curia.  Formally, the 

governance is an absolute sacerdotal-monarchical; however, the pope, being both the head of the 

Church and the Head of Government and State, relies heavily on the administrative functions of 

the Roman Curia to carry out the daily operations of the Church.  Leaders of these offices are 

usually titled “Prefect” or “President” and usually the rank of Cardinal.  There are approximately 

120 active Cardinals in the world, originating from six continents.  Some of the Cardinals head 

major Dioceses in the world; the remaining, however, in conjunction with a number of 

Archbishops, head the varying offices in the Roman Curia.  All appointments in and to the 

Roman Curia are solely by papal authority; with office holders losing their positions during sede 

vacante.2  The Roman Curia is responsible for all aspects any other government’s bureaucratic 

system is charged with including diplomatic relations, education, governing clergy, operating 

three separate court systems (including appellate courts), post offices, radio and communication 

stations, and a rail station. 

 Merit, patronage, cronyism, and point-to-point theory of appointments and promotions all 

attempt to explain or set forth guiding principles by which leaders can or should select 

employees for promotion to administrative positions.  There is a great deal of work on these and 

                                                
2 Latin: Vacant Seat.  The term for the period when the papacy is vacant, i.e. the time after the 

death or resignation of a pope but prior to the election of a new one. 
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other types of systems: the problems they solve and also the problems they create.  In these and 

other systems, many of those who seek to alter the system to achieve better outcomes point to 

examples of mediocrity and ineptness by officials in particular positions and utilize those 

examples as a catalyst for change (Gallo & Lewis, 2012; Lewis, 2007; National Academy of 

Public Administration, American Society for Public Administration, & Lewis, n.d.).  What if this 

is the wrong approach though?  What if, those who are selecting appointees do not always use 

the same criteria for judging those who they appoint?  This article evaluates appointments to the 

Roman Curia made by Pope Benedict XVI (r. 2005-2013).  It argues that appointees’ qualities, 

such as ideology, work experience, and education, affect appointment job type and rank. 

Roman Curia Structure & Analysis.  The Roman Curia (Curia Latin: Court) is 

comprised of the departments, organized by the Holy See, to assist the pope in the administrative 

and legal affairs brought by individuals or in the affairs of the Holy See with foreign states 

(Ojetti, 1912).  Pope Paul VI (r. 1963-1978) describes the role of the Roman Curia in the Second 

Vatican Council’s decree Christus Dominus stating: 

In exercising supreme, full, and immediate power in the universal Church, the Roman 

pontiff makes use of the departments of the Roman Curia which, therefore, perform their 

duties in his name and with his authority for the good of the churches and in the service 

of the sacred pastors. (Paul VI, 1965) 

   Although some offices of the Roman Curia date back to the 1200’s, it was Pope Sixtus V, 

in 1588, who established the foundation for the modern Roman Curia.  In his apostolic 

constitution Immensa Aeterni Dei, he recognized that dividing the responsibility for addressing 

questions of law, administration of church affairs, diplomatic affairs, and theological questions to 

groups of the most qualified cardinals allowed for specialization and division of labor (Ojetti, 
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1912).  With the formation of the Roman Curia there was a recognition that a natural division 

existed between “executive cases”, which fell to the jurisdiction of particular offices, “judicial 

cases” which were referred to the jurisdiction of an appropriate tribunal (court), and 

“administrative cases”, which where handled by distinct offices (Ojetti, 1912).  The diplomatic 

arm of the Church, which is at present one of the sections of the Secretariat of State, developed 

around the same time and was later formally incorporated into the Curia. 

 The original departments included judicial courts and appellate courts, a department 

charged with the administration of the construction of churches, theological departments, a 

department analogous to the department of education, a publishing department, and even a 

department “for equipping the fleet and maintaining it for the defense of the Church's 

dominions”, and several others (Ojetti, 1912).  Although several of the original offices still exist 

under a new or modified name, as the needs of the Church have changed, so too have to 

departments of the Roman Curia.  The Roman Curia, in its historical development, has become 

more systematized and formalized over time (Martens, 2015). 

 Pope John Paul II made the most current major modifications to the structure of the 

Roman Curia in his apostolic constitution Pastor Bonus.  Pastor Bonus details the structure and 

hierarchy of the Roman Curia and details its composition to include a Secretariat of State with 

two sections, nine Congregations, two Pontifical Commissions (now eight), three courts3, twelve 

Pontifical Councils, and five other offices (John Paul II, 1988).  The Congregations, Secretariat 

of State, and tribunals are all headed by a Cardinal; as are many of the Pontifical Councils and 

“other offices”.  In some cases an Archbishop maybe placed in charge of an office and 

subsequently raised to the rank of Cardinal.   Although for a brief period of time in the twentieth 

                                                
3 Two of which preform a direct legal function, one handles religious dispensations and grants. 
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century, the Catholic Church was tending towards decentralization, Massimo Faggiolio, in his 

review, The Roman Curia at and after Vatican II, notes: 

All this discussion of Pastor bonus must be read in the context of John Paul II and 

Cardinal Ratzinger’s ecclesiology of the universal church, which was translated at the 

institutional level into a recentralization of the Church.  The charismatic government of 

John Paul II also meant dismissing some rules in order to maintain the preeminence of 

the pivotal figure of the pope…Under John Paul II and Benedict XVI, cardinal prefects 

served, on average, longer terms as prefects of their congregations: up to 16 years 

(Cardinal Zenon Grocholewski). (A case completely sui generis is the tenure of Cardinal 

Ratzinger at the CDF—24 years.) (Faggioli, 2015) 

Chapter II: Literature Review 

 Offices of law, administration, diplomacy, and executive agencies all contribute to the 

execution of public policy.  Previous research has shown that there are considerations in the 

selection of appointees; however, it has focused on making field specific (i.e. law, 

administration, executive, etc.) determinations (Burge & Lewis, 2010; Goldman, 1997; 

Hollibaugh, 2015b).  This limits the generalizability of these studies as they focus on the 

determinants of appointment to specific job types.  This article, however, argues that the 

evaluative criteria for making appointments used by chief executives varies by job type and, 

thus, provides a more integrated understanding of appointments.  As chief executives seek both 

to advance their agenda and also ensure the stability of their government there is a tradeoff 

between politics and competency in appointing bureaucrats (Hollibaugh, 2015a, p. 343).  This 

article will, by evaluating the qualifications and qualities of appointees in different job types, 

contribute to understanding, the questions of how, when, and where chief executives prioritize 
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some factors over others in selecting appointees; questions which are “relatively understudied 

ones” (Hollibaugh, 2015b, p. 450). 

The Study of Bureaucracy and its Place in Governance.  Frederick C. Mosher 

observes that the bureaucracy is an important object of study because: 

Governmental decisions and behavior have tremendous influence upon the nature and 

development of our society, our economy, and our policy…[and] the great bulk of 

decisions and actions taken by governments are determined or heavily influenced by 

administrative officials, most of whom are appointed, not elected. (Mosher, 1968, p.1) 

The bureaucracy, thus, is the arm through which a chief executive can both implement policy 

decisions and delegate decision-making authority.   Study of the bureaucracy offers not only 

insight into public administration and management theories, but also provides very telling 

information about the chief executive making the appointments.  Mosher emphasized the 

connection between a chief executive and their appointees stating, “By his appointments shall ye 

know him” (Mosher, 1982). 

Hierarchical Structure of Appointments.  Mosher notes that public administrators have  

different levels of relevant education, work experience, ideological likeness to the president, 

political loyalty, and technical proficiency.  Division of labor allows for and encourages the 

specialization of work.  Ordered hierarchy of offices allows for a chief executive to emphasize 

more political control and ideological closeness in some levels and technical expertise in others.  

Mosher describes quantitative and qualitative differences of political appointees in different 

ranks, or as he calls them “echelons”, in the public service.  His stratification of echelons is a 

hierarchical division where echelon level is indicative of appointee job type, job function, 
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technical competence, ideological similarity to the president, and political loyalty (Mosher, 1982, 

p. 177). 

 Mosher’s echelons are referenced to the president, with their number and size increasing 

as one descends down the organizational structure, away from the president.  Thus, the first 

echelon is comprised of those who are the immediate political associates of the chief executive.  

Mosher notes that these are often people who are family members or others in an intimate circle 

of trust gained from prior association in the public or private sphere, many times from working 

directly on the campaign together.  These people demonstrate an ideological homogeneity with 

the chief executive and are often appointed to positions within the Executive Office of the 

President.  Since members of the first echelon are the group smallest in number and by the nature 

of their jobs dictating policy or advising the president in policy adoption or execution, they are 

the group that is the most powerful while also being the least political responsible in terms of 

accountability to the electorate, most of whom will never have direct interaction with members 

of this echelon.  They are also generally, at the time of their selection, the least acquainted with, 

in terms of practical experience, the agencies, departments, and issues they will interact with or 

encounter (Mosher, 1982, p. 178).   

Mosher’s second echelon are still aligned with the ideological goals of the administration 

and are those who are, “chosen as heads of the major departments and agencies, as members of 

commissions, and as ambassadors to important countries” (Mosher, 1982, p. 178).  Mosher 

describes these appointments as, “the most important acts a president…may make” because, “the 

kinds and qualities and capabilities of these appointees strongly indicate the quality and nature of 

public administration which will follow” (Mosher, 1982, p. 178).  Mosher notes two patterns 

regarding this category of appointee.  First, regarding the profession of the appointee, the two 
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largest groups represented were lawyers and economists (Mosher, 1982, p. 179).  This provides a 

basis for this article’s assertion that some appointment types have a tendency to limit the pool of 

appointees to those who have relevant education.  Further, he notes that between 1952 and 1980, 

90% of appointees had a bachelor’s degree, many having either master’s degrees or doctoral 

degrees (Mosher, 1982, p. 179). 

Mosher’s third echelon are those who are at the sub-cabinet level, the assistant 

secretaries, assistant administrators of non-cabinet agencies, chief administrators of the larger 

commissions, general counsels, and others (Mosher, 1982, p. 179).  He notes that they are less 

ideologically close to the president than the first two echelons of political appointments, but tend 

to be at least as educated as their superiors, though they are more specialized in their training and 

experience.  Many having prior experience in governmental service as career civil servants 

(Mosher, 1982, 180). 

Mosher’s fourth echelon, the one that has the largest number of appointees, are those, 

“who are the deputies and some of the assistants to the secretaries and assistant secretaries, 

influential advisers, the chiefs of administrations…(Mosher, 1982, p. 180)”.  This class of 

appointee has grown, Mosher notes, since World War II; and is occupied by those who are 

generally considered to be specialists and are acknowledged and sometimes widely reputed 

experts in their fields (Mosher, 1982, p. 180).   Sympathy for the president’s political ideology is 

a qualification, but their expertise and experience working in government agencies are more vital 

criteria than ideological homogeneity in determining their nomination for a political 

appointment. In reviewing his categorization, Mosher notes important qualities regarding those 

who fall at different levels: 
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As one proceeds down the four echelons described above – immediate office of chief 

executive (White House), cabinet, subcabinet, and political administrators and advisers at 

lower levels—there appears to be a fairly consistent direction according to the number of 

different criteria.  One is from political (reelection, and presidential party interests) to 

professional and technical; another is generalist to specialist; a third is governmental 

experience, from very low to quite high; a fourth is expectation of future work in position 

and in field, again from low to high; and a fifth is a sense of loyalty to chief executive 

and party to that felt toward program and profession.  Backgrounds in fields of education 

and experience differ radically and progressively.  At the top are general and legal 

education with a smattering of academic experience, mainly in economics.  The level of 

educational attainment is high for all echelons, even though the fields of study differ 

widely.  Most have at least a bachelor degree, and there are uncommonly high 

proportions of Masters and Ph.D.’s. (Mosher, 1982, p. 183-184) 

Political Goals of Appointments.  As chief executives have limited time and resources,  

they increasingly rely on bureaucrats to not only carry out policy, but also to have regulatory 

authority, make independent judgments, and act as a semi-autonomous entity. The days of 

Woodrow Wilson’s politics-administration dichotomy (Wilson, 1887) are gone and loyalty and 

ideology are considered by many chief executives as being as important or more important than 

competence.  The days of administrative questions that are not political have morphed into 

appointment on the bases of loyalty, ideology, and or programmatic support (Hollibaugh, 2015, p 

342).  Regarding what chief executives desire to achieve with political appointments, David 

Lewis, in The Politics of Presidential Appointments: Political Control and Bureaucratic 
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Appointments, argues that presidents make political appointments to serve one of two main 

goals: to influence of public policy or to satisfy patronage demands (Lewis, 2008, p. 2).    

  Lewis clarifies the difference between policy and patronage, noting that all appointments 

have elements of both; the distinction, he argues, is whether the chief executive is evaluating 

positions to find the best appointee or evaluating appointees to find places to put them.  He 

states: 

The distinction drawn between policy and patronage activities in presidential personnel is 

not to suggest that policy-driven personnel practices have no patronage component or that 

efforts to reward campaign supporters cannot influence policy. On the contrary, 

patronage concerns invariably influence appointments, and appointees of all types can 

influence policy outputs. Rather, the point is that one process revolves primarily around 

filling positions and the other process revolves primarily around placing persons. These 

two fundamentally different goals are managed differently and have different effects on 

the number and penetration of political appointments in the bureaucracy. (Lewis, 2008, 

p.30) 

Policy concerns, Lewis argues, drive filling hundreds of top Presidential Appointment 

with Senate confirmation (PAS) positions.  These positions are directly related to the execution 

of key parts of presidential agendas.  Lewis documented, from those involved in the presidential 

personnel process, that their universal concern was finding loyal people with the appropriate 

skillset and background for these positions.  The proper mix of ideological homogeneity, 

personal loyalty, and competency is a crucial one; Lewis states, “personnel is policy and White 

House officials recognize that in order to get control of policy, you need people who are loyal to 

the president and qualified for the job to which they have been appointed” (Lewis, 2008, p. 27).  
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The importance of loyalty, ideology, and competence are not factors unique to evaluation of 

candidates for nomination in the United States. A study of the 2012 leadership transition in 

China, found, regarding the promotion prospects for party bureaucrats, that “both…performance 

and social ties [ideological alignment] affect the political career of local Party cadres” (Zhang, 

2014, p 253).   

 Regarding policy-driven appointments, Lewis argues that, for a president’s agenda to 

move forward and be executed as they desire, it requires not only that appointees to agencies 

traditionally aligned ideologically with the president party produce positive outcomes but that the 

president is able to politically control agencies that would traditionally be hostile to their agenda.  

Presidents accomplish this through a process called politicization (process is not exclusive to 

policy-driven appointments).  Though the specific legal process of how politicization occurs 

varies by the federal law governing the job designation (PAS, Senior Executive Service, and 

Schedule C), the mechanics of the process are the same.  Politicization involves an increase in 

the number or percentage of political appointees vs. career civil-service employees (Lewis, 2008, 

p. 25).  Lewis argues that for policy-driven concerns, presidents are more likely to politicize 

agencies with whom they have policy conflicts.  Liberal presidents politicize conservative 

agencies and conservative presidents politicize liberal agencies.  Politicization, however, is less 

likely as the complexity of an agency’s task increases (Lewis, 2008, p. 74).  This is because 

agencies with complex or highly specialized tasks, such as the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 

Board, could suffer drastic catastrophes were highly skilled people removed in preference for 

patronage or strictly ideological appointees (Lewis, 2008). 

Patronage appointments are jobs that are usually solicited by the appointee.  Lewis 

indicates that these appointees usually “have a connection to the campaign, to the party, interest 
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groups, or patrons in Congress important to the administration” (Lewis, 2008, p. 28).  The 

promise, implied or otherwise, of patronage appointments helps candidates secure interest-group 

endorsements, campaign manpower, and campaign resources.  By effectively distributing and 

controlling patronage appointments, presidents gain political capital as they serve as a way to 

maintain party discipline or as a bargaining chip for legislative efforts in Congress.  Furthermore, 

Lewis remarks, patronage appointments are a promise to the president’s diverse support base and 

ensure groups that they have some representation in the administration.  Lewis concludes that the 

ability to hold diverse party factions together helps presidents to govern more effectively (Lewis, 

2008, p. 8). 

Lewis argues that patronage politicization tends to increase in agencies who share policy 

views with the president (Lewis, 2008, p. 74).  This is partly because of an effect of self-

selection, that is, those that support Democrats tend to have different policies and agencies they 

are interested in than those who support Republicans.  Furthermore, since Democrat patronage 

requestors and Republican patronage requestors tend to have different policy interests, they also 

tend to have different prior work experience and skill sets.  Since, even in lower level 

appointments, even where a nominee has no prior government bureaucratic experience, chief 

executives and their personnel advisors will try to place a nominee with an agency that best 

matches their interests and private sector work experience, Republican presidents try to increase 

patronage appointments in conservative agencies and Democratic presidents try to increase 

patronage appointments in liberal agencies (Lewis, 2008, p. 63). 
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Determinants of Political Appointments.  In addition to the factor of ideological 

alignment and loyalty to the chief executive, Mosher adds two more determinants chief 

executives must consider.  He states that the decisions and actions that taken by an appointee 

depend on their capabilities, their orientations, and values.  Those attributes, he notes, are 

dependent on their backgrounds and education (Mosher, 1968, p. 1).  Thus, ideology, education, 

and prior experience are all key determinants of a chief executive’s choice to select an appointee.  

Lewis also describes the additional factors of education and previous work experience.  He found 

that in addition to an appointee’s ideological alignment, presidential appointees also generally 

have higher levels of education compared to career civil-servant counterparts and they also tend 

to have previous work experience in the politicized areas of agencies (Lewis, 2007). 

Chapter II: Theory and Hypotheses 

The hypotheses that this article presents are derived from the new theory it proposes: 

contingency theory. More specifically, this article hypothesizes that chief executives vary their 

selection criteria for jobs contingent upon the type of appointment and the rank of an 

appointment. Both job type and rank contribute to what Burge and Lewis (2010) describe as the 

chief executive’s evaluation of the political liability they take on by nominating a person to a 

position.  

Although education, prior work experience, and ideology factor into all political 

appointments, their importance relative to each other is not the same across all types of jobs or at 

all levels of the bureaucracy.  Kevin Parsneau argues that the determinants and their relative 

importance to each other are variable not only because appointments have different job functions 

and jurisdictions, but because some jurisdictions are more important to the chief-executive than 

other (Parsneau, 2013).  Lewis notes that President Nixon, in his second term, placed a greater 
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emphasis on ideological loyalty especially with appointments to agencies that frustrated him 

politically.  In some administrative appointments in China successful prior work experience 

played a greater role than in other types of positions.  Specifically, most new politburo members 

had previously served as Party chiefs at lower levels (Zhang, 2014, p 249). 

 Burge and Lewis (2010) explain that those appointed for reasons of patronage are likely 

to receive a position where their competence has a lower chance of directly impacting agenda 

execution and overall government performance.  They state: 

Choices to place campaign supporters into appointed positions have consequences for 

policy and government performance. Campaign staff received positions throughout the 

White House and executive branch. They will influence policy, craft the administration’s 

message, and direct agency operations. Presidents try to satisfy patronage demands by 

placing persons selected for these reasons into positions where they will do the least harm 

for performance. (Burge & Lewis, 2010) 

Although high level foreign-policy and diplomatic appointments tend to favor experience 

over strict ideology (Parsneau, 2013), low-level ambassadorships provide an opportunity for 

patronage and, thus, chief executives can place emphasis on different factors.  Hollibaugh 

observes ambassadorships were the first in the United States to be targeted for patronage 

appointments leaving diplomatic jobs a curious blend of emphasis of appointee ideology for 

some and job experience for others (Hollibaugh, 2015b).  Burge and Lewis provide a case study 

of one of President Obama’s appointees to be the United States Ambassador to the Bahamas.  

Evaluating Ambassador Avant’s qualifications, they state: 

Prior to her nomination Avant was Vice President of Interior Music and Avant Garde 

Music Publishing and active in philanthropic and community affairs. She was one of two 
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Southern California finance chairs for the Obama for America Campaign and raised 

$500,000 for the candidate. Neither her official State Department biography nor the 

White House announcement of her nomination lists specific foreign policy or regional 

expertise. (Burge & Lewis, 2010) 

Lewis qualifies the notion that high-ranking jobs are always more scrutinized and low-

level jobs are always the position where patronage appointments occur.  He notes that there are 

some appointments, irrespective of rank, that require the appointee to be able to comprehend and 

manage inherently more complex tasks (Lewis, 2008, p. 68).  Other job types are inherently 

more visible to the public, exposing the president to political liability. The modern presidential 

personnel process is highly formalized and those making personnel decisions evaluate a job 

based on its type, rank, demands, and visibility.  Though the points of evaluation remain the 

same, the closeness a candidate must match the ideal criteria changes with different job types 

(Patterson & Pfiffner, 2001). 

The preceding factors all contribute to the variation in relative importance of political 

appointment determinants. Generalizing contingency theory to the selection to Papal 

appointments, this article asserts that, for certain types of jobs, specialized education and work 

experience in a particular field or profession are the preeminent criteria for appointment to the 

Roman Curia.  For other types of jobs and different ranks, ideological closeness to the pope is 

the dominant criteria for appointment. 

Importance of education.  As modern public administration has developed in the United  

States, increasingly attainment of higher education has become a key channel through which one  

enters governmental service (Mosher, 1968).  Mosher notes, that by the 1960s, “a high and rising 

proportion of public employees are college graduates, specialized and professionally oriented” 
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(Mosher, 1968, p. 52).  Any particular degree, however, does not qualify a person for every type 

of governmental job.  The documented variance of jurisdictional scope and task complexity 

between offices and across ranks, combined with the greater importance chief executives place 

on control and outcomes of some jurisdictions means that relevant education is valued in some 

jobs more than others.  Vanderleeuw, Sides, and Williams observed that, in jobs where a highly 

desired skill set is associated with a particular specialized degree, chief-executives and selection 

officials place a premium on candidates having the desired academic credentials (Vanderleeuw, 

Sides, & Williams, 2015).  Thus, for example, departments that preform a primarily judicial 

function rely heavily on appointees who not only are ideologically aligned with the chief-

executive, but who also have an extensive legal academic backgrounds (Mosher, 1968, p. 169).  

Although increasing educational specialization may increase the capacity of an appointee to be 

competent in their department’s field of work, it also comes with some drawbacks.  Mosher 

describes these stating, “high educational requirements in different specialized fields probably 

hinder lateral movement across occupational lines” (Mosher, 1968, p. 51). 

Importance of prior work experience.  Prior work experience can be advantageous in  

some fields, however, the literature indicates that there is a wide-ranging variation between types  

of agencies and appreciation of prior bureaucratic experience (Mosher, 1968, p. 169).  Variance 

in the valuation of prior experience could be for several reasons.  First, agencies are not all the 

same in the amount of discretion a political appointee has and, from the standpoint of the chief-

executive, there can be a concerted effort being made to develop the career of a junior appointee 

by moving them around working for higher-level appointees to gain an appreciation of the 

system as a whole.  Although this may not provide lengthy work experience in one particular 

field, this does provide junior appointees valuable bureaucracy-wide experience and an 
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appreciation of how the system works, or does not work, together.  These “generalists” are often 

then moved into managerial positions themselves with more formal responsibility (Lewis, 2008, 

p. 37).  Although, by the end of a chief-executive’s term, these generalists may have developed 

an understanding of the system and have some years of experience with the bureaucracy on their 

resume; when a new party occupies the White House, appointees in some job types find that their 

time in patronage appointments comes to an end.  The devaluation of prior work experience is 

particularly present in jobs associated with broad executive policy formation or that have large 

jurisdictional scopes.  In these executive jobs, a new chief executive views existing appointees as 

unlikely to share their agenda priorities and match their ideology, making them a threat to the 

ability of the current chief executive to ensure their political responsiveness (Parsneau, 2013, p. 

446). 

 This does not mean that chief executives are always wary of anyone with significant prior 

work experience.  The desire to ensure ideologically aligned appointees are in positions at 

domestic agencies playing a central role in the political agenda means appointments to these 

agencies usually place a higher value on ideological loyalty than prior work experience.  Prior 

work experience usually is considered more important to jobs with high complexity (Lewis, 

2008).  In most executive jobs this creates a high turnover rate.  This means that those appointees 

will have experience; just it comes in “spurts” dependent on the ideological orientation of the 

chief executive.  In these types of agencies, high-level appointees, executives will usually select 

someone politically aligned who has moved frequently in and out of government positions 

(Lewis, 2008, p. 196).   

Alternately, in agencies where local site-specific knowledge is required, major parts of 

the chief executive’s domestic political agenda do not lie within their jurisdictional scope, or 
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require the exercise of discretion.  This is particularly true of some diplomatic jobs, where 

appointment decisions are less likely to depend solely on ideology and more likely incorporate 

relevant experience as a determining factor (Lewis, 2008, p. 130; Mosher, 1968, p. 169).  Several 

other scholars have documented that in the United States, outside of lower-level patronage 

ambassadorships, foreign-policy and diplomatic appointments tend to be selected more on the 

basis of experience and appointees are less likely to be partisans (Cronin, 1980; Ragsdale, 1996 

as cited in Parsneau, 2013, p. 453).  Mosher also confirms the association of work experience 

with diplomatic jobs, noting many State Department political appointees come from those who 

were career Foreign Service Officers or those who had political career jobs at the Department of 

State or Department of Defense (Mosher, 1968, p. 169).  In China, nineteen of the twenty-five 

Politburo members had previously worked as the chief of an administrative unit at the provincial 

level (Zhang, 2014, p 249). 

Whether an appointment is policy-driven or patronage also can affect the importance of 

previous relevant work experience.  Hollibaugh and Lewis both note that, political patronage 

appointees tend to have less relevant work experience than comparable policy-driven appointees 

and the career civil-servants they are to manage (Hollibaugh, 2015c; Lewis, 2008). 

In sum, some jobs types require greater academic specialization or organization specific 

knowledge that can limit cross-field appointments (i.e., those who are eligible for appointments). 

This article consequently hypothesizes that: 
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Hypothesis 1.  Appointments to diplomatic and judicial jobs in the Roman Curia require 

a higher level of relevant job experience than other appointments to the Roman Curia. 

Hypothesis 2.  Judicial education is positively associated with judicial appointments to 

the Roman Curia. 

Importance of ideology.  As described previously, a potential appointee’s ideological 

agreement with the chief executive is a crucial factor in addition to education and experience.   

Executives make decisions based on the nominee’s ideological orientation, their political loyalty, 

and even their campaign contributions (Park & Kim, 2014, p. 328).  Ideology is an important 

factor for two reasons.  First, Berger et al. state that social capital theory predicts that, 

“individuals establish social ties based on homophily, i.e., affinity for similar others” (Berger, 

Kick, Koetter, & Schaeck, 2013, p. 2087).  In politics, this affinity translates into appointments 

because chief executives desire to control the bureaucracy, thus they seek to appoint individuals 

who will faithfully represent administration policy (Wood & Marchbanks, 2007, p. 377). 

 Second, presidents desire not only to have their policies faithfully represented to the 

agency and the public, but also to ensure that tangible action being taken to carry them out.  As 

Mosher stated, appointee values affect appointee actions (Mosher, 1968), thus appointees who 

share the same ideological values as the chief executive are more likely to act on those values 

and to carry out political policy.  Ideology then is a key factor for two job types, judicial and 

executive. 

For executive job types, presidents desire not only a nominee who is qualified and 

competent, but also who is politically responsive, working to influence agencies to produce 

outcomes in line with political policy agenda.  Chief executives often have implemented policies 

that reward such political loyalty and responsiveness (Patterson & Pfiffner, 2001, p. 419).  Since 
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agencies not responsive to chief executive influence are potential liabilities and, as Lewis notes, 

“voters and history judge presidents for the performance of the entire federal government during 

their tenure, this creates incentives for presidents to ensure that policy outcomes, both legislative 

and administrative, are under their control” (Lewis, 2008, p. 55). 

For judicial jobs, appointees are in a unique position of independent authority to rule on 

policies, law, and the execution of political agenda of the person who appointed them.  For these 

appointments, unless chief executives desire to have their appointees ruling against their agenda, 

it is logical for them to give strong consideration to the ideology of candidates. Park and Kim’s 

work corroborates this point, finding that those appointed to offices vested with direct authority 

or independent jurisdiction were far more likely to be political loyalists. (Park and Kim, 2014, p. 

342).  Likewise, in the United States, the broad jurisdiction of federal courts and the lifetime 

tenure associated with appointment to the federal judiciary mean that ideological considerations 

are very important in presidents’ decision to nominate a candidate and a senator’s decision to 

give consent (Binder & Maltzman, 2002). 

Since chief executives tend to have so many appointments to fill, it is impossible or 

improbable for them to personally know all those being considered for each position.  For those 

not personally known, chief executives rely heavily on their personnel system and ideology 

networks (i.e. political parties) to gather and convey reliable information related to the 

ideological orientations and competency of a potential nominee (Reuter & Robertson, 2012, p. 

25). 

The inverse of the ideology/jurisdiction relationship has also been documented.  Since 

chief executives do have limited time and resources, they must prioritize where to focus their 

attention and political capital.  For political appointments, this means chief executives are less 
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likely to invest human capital to attempt change an organization that is low on their list of 

agenda priorities and in organizations where the jurisdictional scope of the organization is 

relatively small (Hollibaugh, Horton, & Lewis, 2014, p. 1027). 

Summing up, this article asserts that the importance of ideological closeness to a chief 

executive in the determination of political appointments is contingent upon the job. With respect 

to Papal appointments, I consequently hypothesize that: 

Hypothesis 3.  A job candidate’s ideological similarity with the pope is positively 

associated with the rank of the position opening in the Roman Curia. 

Hypothesis 4.  A candidate’s ideological similarity with the pope is positively associated 

with appointments to the Roman Curia that have greater impact on the pope’s agenda.  

H4-A. A job candidate’s ideological closeness to the pope is positively associated 

with judicial and executive appointments to the Roman Curia. 

H4-B. A job candidate’s ideological closeness to the pope is negatively associated 

with diplomatic appointments to the Roman Curia.  

Chapter II: Framework & Methods 

For evaluation of continuous predictor variables on categorical dependent variables, 

binary logistic regression is the appropriate tool of statistical analysis.  Logistic regression allows 

us to determine the amount of variance explained in a dichotomous dependent variable is 

explained by a number of independent variables.  In this study, the use of binary logistic 

regression allows for understanding how well the set of independent variables (ideological 

closeness, prior work experience, and relevant education) account for an increased predictive 

capacity to estimate the dichotomous dependent variable (appointment to a particular job type) 

over a random model. For job categories where logistic regressions were not possible and 
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Hypothesis 3, non-parametric correlation tests were employed to describe the relationship 

between relevant variables. 

Chapter II: Dataset 

Departments of the Roman Curia were classified as those indicated in, Pastor Bonus 

(John Paul II, 1988), and subsequent additions via motu proprio [Latin: of his own accord].4  

Pastor Bonus [Latin: Good Shepard] is the Apostolic Constitution issued by John Paul II in 

1988.  Apostolic Constitutions are legal statutes issued by the pope in solemn form with the 

intent of binding those to whom they are addressed (Fanning, 1908).  Motu proprios are legal 

rescripts issued by the pope issued on a topic or a legal question without outside solicitation of 

an answer to the matter being adjudicated (MacErlean, 1911).  For the purposes of this research, 

motu proprios functions much like amendments to a constitution; amending or altering a part 

without abrogating the whole.  The departments were classified into the following groups: 

administrative/economic, diplomatic, judicial, and executive.  This mirrors the concept of 

division and specialization of labor envisioned by Sixtus V in erecting the modern Roman Curia 

(Ojetti, 1912).  Classification was achieved by evaluating the jurisdiction and mission of each 

department as indicated in Pastor Bonus and subsequent amending legislation.  Departments 

whose central mission is related to the financial affairs of the Vatican City-State and the Vatican 

Bank together with Departments whose chief function is to provide logistical and coordination 

services, collect data, oversee personnel, or carry out compliance reviews were categorized as 

“administrative/economic”.   Departments whose chief function is representation of the Holy See 

other nation-states, negotiation on behalf of the interests of the Holy See or the Vatican City-

State, reception and relation of petitions and requests, representation of the Holy See to other 

                                                
4 Motu Proprios are legally binding orders or pronouncements. 
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churches, or representation of the Holy See to other faiths and cultures were categorized as  

“Diplomatic”.  Departments whose chief function is the evaluation of theology, the execution of 

religious functions, overview of the sacraments, or the promotion of the pope’s agenda within the 

church were classified as “executive”.  Departments whose chief function is to provide a legal 

evaluative function, serve as a legal court to determine questions of fact, or evaluate obligations 

and impact of legislation were classified as “judicial”5. 

Appointee data is taken from the curial appointments of Benedict XVI’s pontificate 

(2005-2013).  Appointment information is a product of combining data derived from Salvador 

Miranda’s (Florida International University) biographical information of the Cardinals of the 

Catholic Church (Miranda, 2011), David Cheney’s database of bishops, cardinals, and 

organizations in the Catholic Church (D. M. Cheney, 2015), and the Holy See Press Office’s 

Biographical Notes website (Holy See Press Office, 2016). 

Ideology score.  Developing a measurement of ideology for political elites who do not  

participate in roll-call votes presents unique challenges.  First, cardinals do not formally join 

parties nor do they necessarily publically align themselves with an interest coalition.  However, 

previous research has shown that there are groupings of cardinals spaced along what can be 

described as ideological scale as to preferences for what the crucial issues are facing the Catholic 

Church and the ideal direction the Church should move regarding specific issues (Allen, 2002) 

(Toman, 2004) (Colomer & McLean, 1998).  Although there are dimensional limitations, 

“ideology is commonly equated with an individual’s revealed political preferences as calculated 

using their public behavior” (Bishin, 2006). Thus, political scientists and interest groups have 

                                                
5 These courts preform a mixed secular and religious function.  Marriage, for example, can be a 

legal question that has both religious and secular implications. 
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found that one way to proxy measure elites’ ideology is via their personal characteristics and 

actions (Griffin, 2008; McKay, 2008).  In order to place non-surveyed individuals on an 

ideological scale, researchers must develop a “set of choices” to evaluate allowing a “bridge” to 

measure ideology of non-surveyed elites (Bond & Messing, 2015). 

The technique of selecting specific choices, actions, statements, and background data of 

political elites to serve as a measure of their ideology is frequently used by interest groups to 

form “action based” measures of how close politicians are to their ideal.  Although proxy-

measures of ideology are not perfect, research has shown there is a strong match when compared 

against elites’ own self-reported ideology (Reeher, 2001).  In keeping with how previous 

research generally measures ideology, a 1-7 scale was used, with 1 being “very unrepresentative 

of Benedict XVI” and 7 being “very representative of Benedict XVI” ideology (Bond & 

Messing, 2015). 

Themes and issues analyzed.  Forming the evaluative criteria of what constitutes the 

 ethos of Benedict XVI was greatly aided by his extensive publication history.  Although any 

collection of issues can draw criticism for including some and excluding others, the ability to 

reliably calculate closeness of the cardinals to Benedict XVI is not such a bold assumption for 

two reasons.  First, Griffin (2008) and McKay (2008) both find that, not only can this type of 

proxy measuring be achieved, but also when those measures evaluate major issues, they are 

generally highly reflective of the target’s actual ideology.  Second, Benedict XVI is very clear in 

many of his writings that his beliefs reflect traditional orthodox Catholicism and that this implies 

“not all issues carry the same moral weight” (Ratzinger, 2004).  Thus, some issues are more 

“important” or more “central” in Benedict’s eyes than others. 
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The selection of issues is theoretically based an assumption of political-party platform 

analysis, that is, party platforms [in this case writings of and about pope] are the only 

authoritative statements on policy positions (Borrelli, 2001).  Furthermore, the language 

describing items of a political platform and their placement are significant in the consideration of 

the importance of the topic (Ferguson, 2012).  It is logical, thus, that political parties, popes, and 

other leaders speak more, at greater length, and more definitively about topics central to them.  

Thematic analysis primary and secondary sources on Benedict XVI established the following 

central themes: the hermetic of continuity (Benedict XVI, 2005b; Benedict XVI, 2007; Benedict 

XVI, 2007b; Magister, 2011; Ratzinger, 2000; Zuhlsdorf, 2008), sexual moral theology & pro-

life issues (Benedict XVI, 2005a; Benedict XVI, 2007c), the role of the church in the public 

square (Magister, 2011; Ratzinger, 2004; Zuhlsdorf, 2008), and the importance of an internally 

coherent link between theology and practice (Magister, 1999; Ratzinger, 1995; Ratzinger, 2004; 

Zuhlsdorf, 2008).  Each of these themes have associated issues on which the cardinals forming 

the observations for this research can be evaluated and translated into a measure of ideological 

closeness to the pope.  This process mirrors the action based ideological measures Griffin (2008) 

and McKay (2008) describe. 

Hermeneutic of continuity.  The hermeneutic of continuity is arguably the central  

pedagogic concept of Benedict XVI’s papacy (Benedict XVI, 2005b; Magister, 2011; Zuhlsdorf, 

2008). Benedict notes that “ problems…arose from the fact that two contrary hermeneutics came 

face to face and quarreled with each other” after the Second Vatican Council.  The “hermeneutic 

of discontinuity and rupture… has frequently availed itself of the sympathies of the mass media, 

and also one trend of modern theology.” Supporters of this hermeneutic argue that church 

liturgies changed and many moral prohibitions are up for debate because the hermeneutic of 
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rupture splits morality and practice between the pre- and post-conciliar Church deeming that 

“many of the old [beliefs]…are now pointless” (Benedict XVI, 2005b). 

Benedict XVI’s support for the hermeneutic of continuity is best manifested in his 

consistent claim that all priests retain the right to offer the “Traditional Latin Mass” without 

special permission from their local bishop or the pope (Benedict XVI, 2007a).  The Tridentine 

Mass had become something that supporters of the hermeneutic of rupture sought to completely 

eradicate; labeling it ‘pre-conciliar’ and its supporters unfaithful Catholics (Benedict XVI, 

2007b).  Recognizing the implications of liberating the use of the “Latin Mass”, Benedict XVI 

sent a letter to the bishops of the world, in which he linked his decision to his concept of the 

hermeneutic of continuity.  He stated: 

In the history of the liturgy there is growth and progress, but no rupture.  What earlier 

generations held as sacred, remains sacred and great for us too, and it cannot be all of a 

sudden entirely forbidden or even considered harmful (Benedict XVI, 2007b) 

Support for the Latin Mass provides one of the easiest issues to evaluate an appointment’s 

ideological closeness to the pope. 

Moral theology and pro-life issues.  The remaining themes have associated measurable  

issues more often discussed in “main-stream” media sources when covering contemporary 

Catholic issues.  The theme of sexual-moral theology and pro-life issues presents itself in many 

of Benedict XVI’s writings.  His restatement of Catholic teaching linking sexuality to marriage 

and the opposition to abortion and artificial contraception are central to this theme (Congregation 

for the Doctrine of the Faith, 2010; Gallagher & Baker, 2008; Ratzinger, 2004; Zuhlsdorf, 2008). 
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Church in the public square.  Benedict XVI’s view of the role of the Church in the public  

square, is a complex and multidimensional topic.  One issue related to this topic that generated a 

variance of responses from cardinals is how the Church should address politicians and public 

figures who publically dissent from Church teachings (Magister, 1999; Ratzinger, 2004;  

Zuhlsdorf, 2008).  Whereas Benedict XVI noted that moral and canon law6 require pastors and 

bishops to charitably deny Communion to Catholic politicians who are pro choice, some of the 

bishops and cardinals were against withholding communion from Catholic politicians who 

support abortion (Magister, 2008; Ratzinger, 2004; Westen, 2006). 

Intersection of theology and orthopraxy.  Finally, Benedict XVI, having a background as  

a professor, placed a high value on the Church publicly professing an internally coherent 

theology and having that theology reflected in moral practice (Gallagher & Baker, 2008; 

Magister, 1999; Ratzinger, 1995; Zuhlsdorf, 2008).  Measurable issue attitudes in this theme 

include views regarding the ease of which annulments may be obtained and the orientation of the 

Church to other faiths. 

Ideology score sources and methodology.  Thus, in generating an ideology score for the 

cardinals, positions on the following issues were considered reflective of Benedict XVI: 

opposition to abortion, opposition to artificial contraception, support for restricting public 

dissenters from receiving Communion, support for marriage as the institution of legitimate 

sexual expression, opposition to hastily granted annulments, support for the importance of 

conversion and public evangelization, and support for the Tridentine Liturgy. 

 These criteria, in addition to frequently being the object of analysis of Catholic media, 

form the basis of judgment for non-Catholic media outlets ratings of cardinals ideology (“Top 

                                                
6 Code of Canon Law, Canon 915 
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Contenders to Lead the Roman Catholic Church,” 2013; Rogers, 2013).  The British daily 

national newspaper, The Guardian produced a dataset for the 2013 Papal Conclave, noting some 

to all of the cardinals’ positions on contraception, abortion, Latin in the liturgy, granting 

dissenters communion, and the ease in which annulments are issued (Rogers, 2013).  

 To generate ideology closeness scores for the cardinals, thematic content analysis was 

preformed on news reports that revealed the cardinals’ positions on the preceding issues.  

Sources considered were: The New York Times (“Top Contenders to Lead the Roman Catholic 

Church,” 2013), The Guardian’s Datablog (Rogers, 2013), Anura Gurge’s The Next Pope 2011: 

Updated Papabili, New Content, Augmentations & Revisions to 2010 Edition (Guruge, 2011),  

Greg Tobin’s Selecting The Pope: Uncovering the Mysteries of Papal Elections (Tobin, 2009), 

John Allen’s Conclave: The Politics, Personalities, and Process of the Next Papal Election 

(Allen, 2002), noted Vatican journalist Sandro Magister’s Chiesa (Magister, 1999), international 

Catholic news site Rorate-Caeli (“Rorate Caeli,” 2005), and Fr. John Zuhlsdorf’s Catholic 

commentary site WDTPRS.com (Zuhlsdorf, 2008). 

Articles in these sources were also systematically searched to see if the cardinals were 

classified as liberals, moderates, or conservatives.  In most cases, where multiple sources 

classified the same cardinal, ratings matched.7  Articles on, by, or mentioning each appointee 

were then searched for the positions of the cardinals on each of the ideology-closeness defining 

issues.  The data sources revealed the positions of appointees on most of the issues evaluated. 

The method chosen for ideological closeness calculation began all appointees as a 4 on 

the ideology closeness scale (1-7).  For every two issues they expressed opinions reflective of 

                                                
7 Example: Both Allen (2002) and Rogers (2013) give Cardinal Ivan Dias their most 

conservative rating. 
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Benedict XVI, they were moved up 1 point on the scale and for every two issues they expressed 

opinions unreflective of Benedict XVI, they were moved down 1 point on the scale.  Although 

most cardinals returned data on most issues considered, this method normalized the skewed 

scores that would have otherwise resulted for cardinals with smaller media and academic 

profiles.8    

The resultant ideological closeness scores are also supported by, a review of nine 

individuals, including journalists, academics, and clergy.  These individuals were presented with 

the names of the appointees and asked to formulate an ideological closeness score on the same 1-

7 scale utilized by this study.  At the end of the review they were asked what sources they 

consulted and what issues they considered when making the scores.  Notably, some who listed 

evaluation criteria indicated they considered many of the same issue this study did.  Further, 

many of the sources this study considered were among the sources listed.  The results of these 

surveys yielded essentially the same scores as the researcher's calculation (See Appendix 2.2). 9 

Previous work experience.  Previous work experience and education, in years, were  

determined by combining biographical information from the Holy See Press Office (Holy See 

Press Office, 2016), David Cheney’s Catholic-Hierarchy (D. M. Cheney, 2015), and Miranda’s 

The Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church (Miranda, 2011). 

                                                
8 Different methods of score calculation were considered.  One option was to use all seven issues 

and the responses to them in an arithmetic manner though this skewed scores for a small number 

of new appointees. 

9 The mean difference between the researcher’s scores and the nine individuals was less than one 

point.  Financial limitations prevented hiring a single expert to conduct an independent reliability 

check of the measure of ideological closeness to the pope. 
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Education.  Education was calculated in number of years of additional higher education  

study outside seminary, thus, measuring years earning licentiates, masters, and doctorates.  

Advanced degrees in Theology and philosophy were coded “executive.”  Degrees in canon or 

civil law were coded “judicial.”  Degrees from the Pontifical Ecclesiastical Academy10 were 

coded “diplomatic.”  Finance, accounting, and public administration degrees were coded as 

“administrative/economic.” 

Department rank.  Department rank was applied utilizing a 1-5 scale with one being the 

highest and five being the lowest.   The scale was applied using the hierarchy of department type 

(e.g. Congregation vs. Committee), scope of jurisdiction, and scope of jurisdiction as noted in 

Pastor Bonus (John Paul II, 1988).  

Pastor Bonus divides the dicasteries of the Roman Curia into different departmental 

categories.  There are Secretariat(s), Congregations, Tribunals, Offices, Pontifical Councils, and 

Pontifical committees (John Paul II, 1988).  To determine office rank, consideration was given to 

an individual office’s relative position within their department type hierarchy (if one exists)11, 

scope of jurisdiction, and cross-department type hierarchy.  

To be ranked “1”, departments had to be a sui juris12 institution and either a 

congregation13 or a tribunal.  They also needed to be the highest office in their department type if 

                                                
10 The university dedicated to the Holy See’s diplomatic corps. 

11 e.g. the Apostolic Signatura, as the highest court, outranks the Roman Rota whose decisions 

they can consider on appeal. 

12 Departments given the authority and legal competence to manage their own affairs. 

13 The Secretariat of State is in-fact made up of two sections operating somewhat independently 

from one another--the Section for General Affairs and the Section for Relations with States.  For 
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an intra-department-type hierarchy exists and have non-fractionalized issue jurisdiction14.  

Appellate courts and congregations having fractionalized jurisdiction or falling second on an 

intra-departmental-type hierarchy in addition to appellate courts were ranked “2”.  Given that 

they are sui juris in their area of competence but limited by the reach of their jurisdiction, 

departments charged with governance and management of the Vatican City-State, were ranked 

“3”. 15  Pontifical Councils are medium and small departments of the Roman Curia that are given 

very specific and limited tasks (e.g. Pontifical Council for the Pastoral Care of Health Care 

Workers).  Pontifical councils are not sui juris based departments.  Their work may often fall 

under the scope of jurisdiction of one or several Congregations.  Since they lack sui juris issue 

competence (Gagliarducci, 2013) and have extremely limited missions, Pontifical Councils were 

ranked “4”.   Pontifical committees were ranked “5” because they lack sui juris, have an 

extremely limited mission, and also perform primarily a supportive role. 

                                                                                                                                                       
the purpose of this research these two sections were evaluated as having parity with the Roman 

Congregations.  

14 The Congregation for the Clergy, for example has a “fractionalized jurisdiction” only having 

jurisdiction over some elements of the education and administration of priests and deacons who 

are not members of a religious order; whereas the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 

(CDF) has non-specific (generalized) jurisdiction, as their mission is to “promote and safeguard 

the doctrine on faith and morals in the whole Catholic world” (John Paul II, 1988). 

15 That is to say that their offices deal with issues restricted to the management of the interests of 

Vatican City State.  They do not have a worldwide mission.  
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Chapter II: Results, Descriptive Statistics 

 Research produced 83 observations of appointments to varying job types at different 

office ranks. Descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 2.1.16   Hypothesis 1, which 

predicted that appointees to diplomatic and judicial jobs would have more relevant job 

experience than appointments to other positions, is supported. Table 2.1 indicates that appointees 

to diplomatic and judicial positions have a mean of approximately 10 more years of job 

experience in the field they were appointed to relative to appointees to executive and 

economic/administrative jobs.  Figure 2.1 displays the mean relevant job experience, in years, 

appointees had in the job type they were appointed to. 

We also see a variation between job types and both years of relevant education and total 

years of education. Mosher (1982) notes that some field’s high educational barriers to entry 

inhibit lateral movement into jobs in that field. Thus, examining Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, we 

find that judicial appointees had both the highest mean of years of total education and years of 

relevant education.  This is supportive, in part, of the premise of Hypothesis 2, that the high 

educational barriers in the judicial field restrict lateral movement into judicial positions from 

other fields.   Supporting Hypothesis 2, Table 2.2 indicates a moderately strong statistically 

significant (p <.001) positive correlation between years of judicial education and judicial 

appointments. 

 Evaluating the correlation of ideological likeness to the pope and office rank resulted in 

the expected strong, negative, statistically significant (p <0.1) correlation (See Table 2.3). The 

                                                
16 Corresponding ANOVA of variables by job type is presented in Appendix 2.1.  Table A.2.1 

indicates that there is statistically significant variance in relevant previous experience between 

the different job types. 
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negative correlation coefficient is expected due to the coding of the variables. High scores of 

ideological closeness to the pope (Low 1 – High 7) are correlated with appointments to higher 

ranked offices (Low 5 – High 1), supporting the prediction of Hypothesis 3. This relationship is 

presented graphically in Figure 2.4. 
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Table 2.1 Descriptive Statistics 
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Table 2.2 Spearman’s Rho Correlating Judicial Jobs and Judicial Education 

 Judicial Position 
Judicial 
Education 

 Judicial Position 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .459*** 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 

N 83 83 
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Table 2.3. Spearman’s Rho Correlating Ideological Closeness to the Pope and Appointment 
Office Rank 

 

Ideological Closeness 
to Benedict (1 
Lowest, 7 Highest) 

Rank of Office (1 
Highest, 5 
Lowest) 

Ideological Closeness to Benedict (1 
Lowest, 7 Highest) 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 -.517*** 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 

N 83 83 
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Figure 2.1.  Mean Number of Years of Relevant Previous Work Experience by Position 
Type 
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Figure 2.2.  Mean Numbers of Years of Total Education by Position Type 
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Figure 2.3.  Mean Number of Years of Relevant Education by Position Type 
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Figure 2.4. Mean Ideological Closeness to the Pope by Office Rank 
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Chapter II: Results, Logistic Regression Analysis 

 Binary logistic regressions for Executive, Diplomatic, and Administrative/Economic job 

types are reproduced in Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 respectively.  The limited number of 

observations for judicial positions made logistic regression analysis impossible necessitating 

other forms of analysis. 

Higher ideological closeness to the pope is a statistically significant positive predictor (p 

< .05) of appointment to executive jobs as expected in hypothesis H4-A when controlling for 

executive years of education and executive years of experience (Table 2.4).  In binary logistic 

regressions, Exp(b) is the odds ratio associated with a one unit increase in an independent 

variable (Szumilas, 2010).  The odds ratio tells us, “the odds that an outcome will occur given a 

particular exposure [Independent Variable], compared to the odds of the outcome occurring in 

the absence of that exposure [Independent Variable]” (Szumilas, 2010).  Thus, controlling for 

relevant prior work experience and years of relevant education, each point increase on the 

ideological closeness score increases the likelihood of appointment to an executive position by 

1.841 times.  Additionally, controlling for relevant education and ideological closeness to the 

pope, each additional year of prior executive work experience increases the likelihood of 

appointment to an executive position 1.271 times.  This mirrors anecdotal descriptions in the 

literature of the desire of chief executives for ideological homogeneity of those managing 

agencies central to their agenda. Furthermore, the regression model for executive jobs increases 

the predictive capacity over a random model by 25.9 percentage points; rising from 63.3% 

diplomatic appointments correctly predicted in a random model to 89.2 % in the regression 

model (Table 2.4). Years of executive prior-work experience are also significantly related to 

appointment to executive level positions in this model.  
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Table 2.4. Logistic Regression: Executive Job Type 

Random Predictions of Executive Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Executive Position 

Percentage  0 1 

Executive Position 
0 55 0 100 
1 28 0 0 

Random Prediction Percentage Correct   63.3 
 

Model Predictions of Executive Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Executive Position 

Percentage  0 1 

Executive Position 
0 52 3 94.5 
1 6 22 78.6 

Model Prediction Percentage Correct   89.2 
 

Logistic Regression Predicting Executive Job Appointment to the Roman Curia 

 B S.E. Wald Sig. Exp(B) 
95% C.I. for Exp(B) 
Lower Upper 

Ideological Closeness to the 
Pope .610 .271 5.060 .024 1.841 1.082 3.134 
Executive Prior Work 
Experience .240 .057 17.695 .000 1.271 1.137 1.421 
Executive Education .104 .188 .307 .579 1.110 .768 1.603 

Constant 

-
5.59
7 1.793 9.745 .002 .004   
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Table 2.5.  Logistic Regression: Diplomatic Job Type 

Random Predictions of Diplomatic Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Diplomatic Position 

Percentage  0 1 

Diplomatic Position 
0 57 0 100 
1 26 0 0 

Random Prediction Percentage Correct   68.7 
 

Model Predictions of Diplomatic Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Diplomatic Position 

Percentage  0 1 

Diplomatic Position 
0 57 4 93.0 
1 3 19 73.1 

Model Prediction Percentage Correct   86.7 
 

Logistic Regression Predicting Diplomatic Job Appointment to the Roman Curia 

 B S.E. Wald Sig. Exp(B) 
95% C.I. for Exp(B) 
Lower Upper 

Ideological Closeness to 
the Pope -.690 .210 10.830 .001 .502 .333 .757 
Diplomatic Prior Work 
Experience .051 .039 1.735 .188 1.053 .975 1.136 
Diplomatic Education .174 .309 .319 .572 1.190 .650 2.180 
Constant 1.260 .974 1.675 .196 3.526   
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Table 2.6. Logistic Regression: Administrative/Economic Job Type 

Random Predictions of Administrative/Economic Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Administrative/Economic Position 

Percentage  0 1 
Administrative/Economic 

Position 
0 62 0 100 
1 21 0 0 

Random Prediction Percentage Correct   74.7 
 

Model Predictions of Administrative/Economic Job Appointment to the Curia 

Observed 

Predicted 
Administrative/Economic Position 

Percentage  0 1 
Administrative/Economic 

Position 
0 55 7 88.7 
1 12 9 42.9 

Model Prediction Percentage Correct   77.1 
 

Logistic Regression Predicting Administrative/Economic Job Appointment to the Roman 
Curia 

 B S.E. Wald Sig. Exp(B) 
95% C.I. for Exp(B) 
Lower Upper 

Ideological Closeness to 
the Pope .109 .169 .413 .520 1.115 .800 1.554 
Administrative/Economic 
Prior Work Experience .131 .038 11.759 .001 1.140 1.058 1.228 
Administrative/Economic 
Education .219 .264 .684 .408 1.244 .741 2.088 
Constant -2.560 .946 7.331 .007 .077   
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As predicted in hypothesis H4-B, ideological closeness has a significant (p <.001) 

negative correlation coefficient with diplomatic appointments (Table 2.5).  Each point increase 

on the ideological closeness scale corresponds to a decrease in likelihood of appointment to a 

diplomatic position by 0.502 times.  The regression model for diplomatic jobs increases the 

predictive capacity over a random model by 18 percentage points, increasing from 68.7% 

diplomatic appointments correctly predicted in a random model to 86.7 % in the regression 

model (Table 2.5).  

The diplomatic job logistic regression including all of the independent variables, 

however, failed to indicate a statistically significant relationship between diplomatic 

appointments and diplomatic prior work experience17, as well as diplomatic education (Table 

                                                
17 Note Hypothesis 1, which was supported by the descriptive statistics (Tables 2.1 & A.2.1), 

indicated that appointees to diplomatic and judicial jobs had the highest mean relevant job 

experience.  These two outcomes are not contradictory.  Simply put, the ANOVA measures the 

difference between groups of relevant job experience, whereas the regression measures the 

capacity of years of diplomatic experience to predict an appointment to a diplomatic job.  The 

ANOVA indicates that appointees to diplomatic positions had a mean of 24.032 years of 

experience in diplomatic jobs (Table 2.1), which, as a group, was significantly higher than the 

mean of 11.9523 years of relevant work experience appointees to administrative/economic jobs 

had in prior administrative/economic positions.  The regression was unable to establish, at a 

statistically significant level, that years of previous diplomatic experience predicted of 

appointment to a diplomatic position.  Thus some prior diplomatic appointees, who would have 

prior diplomatic work experience are likely being appointed to other job types.   
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(Table 2.5). This likely indicates that some former diplomats, who would have diplomatic work 

experience, were appointed to other fields. 

The results of logistic regression analysis for administrative/economic jobs are 

summarized in Table 2.6.  Previous administrative/economic work experience has a statistically 

significant positive relationship with appointments to administrative/economic jobs (p < .05) 

when controlling for ideological closeness and education in administrative/economic jobs.  Each 

additional year of administrative/economic prior-work experience increases the likelihood of 

appointment to an administrative/economic position by 1.14 times. The regression model for 

administrative/economic jobs increases the predicative capacity over a random model; however, 

only by 2.4 percentage points (Table 2.6). In turn, ideological closeness and education in 

administrative/economic jobs are not significantly related to appointment to 

administrative/economic jobs.  

The limited number of appointments observed to judicial posts required the use of non- 

parametric correlation tests to describe the relationship between ideological closeness to the pope 

and judicial appointments, prior work experience and judicial appointments, and judicial 

education and judicial appointments. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 2.7, 

Table 2.8, and Table 2.2 (Hypothesis 2) respectively.  Table 2.7 provides non-parametric 

correlation data to confirm the judicial component of H4-A.  It indicates a statistically significant 

(p <.01, 2-tailed) moderate positive correlation between ideological closeness to the pope and 

appointments to judicial positions.  The overall assumption of Hypothesis 4, that appointees to -

positions with greater impact on the papal agenda will have greater ideological closeness to the 

pope is also established by the data on executive and judicial appointments in Table 2.1. The 
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mean ideology score by job type is displayed graphically in Figure 2.5, showing executive and 

judicial appointees having higher mean ideology scores. 

Table 2.8 further supports Hypothesis 1, indicating a statistically significant (p < .001, 2-

tailed) strong positive correlation between judicial experience and appointments to judicial 

positions. 
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Table 2.7. Spearman’s Rho Correlating Judicial Job Appointment and Ideological 
Closeness to the Pope 

 
Ideological Closeness 
to Benedict XVI Judicial Position 

 

Ideological 
Closeness to 

Benedict XVI 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .313*** 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .004 

N 83 83 
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Table 2.8. Spearman’s Rho Correlating Judicial Jobs and Judicial Experience 

 Judicial Position 
Judicial 
Experience 

 Judicial Position 

Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .649*** 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 

N 83 83 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
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Figure 2.5. Mean Ideological Closeness to the Pope by Position Type 
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Chapter II: Conclusion 

This research demonstrates appointee ideology is a key consideration for particular job 

types. This article’s research supports the hypotheses that ideology and office rank are positively 

correlated, that their appointments to diplomatic and judicial positions have more relevant job 

experience relative to appointments to other job types, and that ideology and appointment to 

executive and judicial jobs are positively correlated.  

The results of this study confirm similar research in the area of political appointments. 

Specifically, it supports the findings of Lewis (2008) that appointments to jobs central to the 

political agenda of the chief executive are filled with appointees ideologically aligned with the 

chief executive. Furthermore, this study also confirms Mosher’s (1982) observations that those 

appointed to offices at the highest levels of the bureaucracy are also those most closely 

ideologically aligned with the chief executive and that educational barriers tend to inhibit lateral 

movement into particular job types.  

Evaluating papal appointments gives us valuable insights into the motives of chief 

executives when making appointments. Most political systems have some check on the power of 

the chief executive to make appointments. Studying a system where the selector has no formal 

constraints allows insight into theoretical motivations driving the selection and appointment 

process. Interestingly, though formally unconstrained in selection, it appears that the pope 

follows patterns. There is recognition, even in an unchecked system, that policy outcomes matter 

to chief executives.  Even if the executive cannot be removed, there are policies that they prefer 

and want implemented.  Thus, they choose to appoint those most reflective of their preferred 

policies to serve in positions charged with executing them.  This seems to indicate that 

unchecked chief executives care about the policies beyond the political utility they provide, as 
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the pope does not have to worry about re-election prospects.  Additionally, even in this 

unchecked system, the pope recognizes that different types of jobs require a different 

combination of skills. 

The limitation of this article’s model on judicial appointments highlights opportunities 

for future research, specifically incorporating appointment duration. It is logical that popes put 

significant thought into where they will place both those who are highly ideologically similar and 

dissimilar to them.  Those ideologically similar are placed in positions to maximize their 

influence, and the pope is likely to leave them in those positions for longer periods of time to 

maximize their effect.  The same is logically true of those who are most dissimilar ideologically 

from the pope. He would place those in positions that minimize or neutralize their influence and 

leaves them there for longer periods of time. 

Although duration data was not able to be collected for all observations, data that was 

recorded (n= 38) provides some corroboration to this theory.  Figure 2.6 shows that those who 

were most and least ideologically similar to the pope had the longest durations of office, whereas 

those “in the middle” had shorter durations. 

In addition to the methodological addition of a duration variable, this study would also 

benefit from the utilization of a multi-dimensional classification of agencies. Thus, instead of 

having an agency be classified as “executive”, one could be classified as “executive & 

judicial”18. This would allow for consideration of the primary and secondary role of an agency or 

department.  

Additional future research should include investigation of appointments under additional 

papacies. Similar analysis of appointments can and should be extended to other “unchecked”  

                                                
18 e.g. The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 
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Figure 2.6. Mean Duration in Office by Ideological Closeness to the Pope.
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entities, such as multinational corporations, non-governmental agencies, and non-democratic 

countries.  

Ultimately, this article resolves existing unexplained phenomena in the literature. That is, 

why are some appointments consistently vetted for and filled with strong ideological allies of the 

chief executive, whereas others are filled with other qualities in mind.  This research specifically 

demonstrates the significance of the type of job, “rank” of office, and ideological closeness to the 

pope in explaining Papal appointments to the Roman Curia.  
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CHAPTER III:  THE POLITICS OF FEDERAL APPOINTMENTS 

Presidential appointments are a powerful tool for the successful execution of a president’s 

agenda.  Appointments made to the highest levels of government comprise the Executive 

Schedule (5 U.S. Code, §5311-5317), and are those appointments that require approval from the 

United States Senate.  As the Senate is at liberty to set up procedures for giving advice and 

consent on these appointees it acts as a veto player in the process of the confirmation of 

presidential appointees.  As with the presidential veto, the threat of a Senate “veto” (rejected 

nominee) can be as influential as the veto itself.  In addition to the power of a formal rejection of 

a presidential appointment; the Senate, given that it is frequently held by a different political 

party than the president, and is a body with significant powers held by the minority political 

party, may engage in dilatory tactics aimed at stopping the implementation of parts of a 

president’s agenda by neutering the bureaucracy entrusted with the execution of those policies.  

Delays in confirmation can also happen as a way of leveraging political concessions from the 

president (Lewis, 2008), commitments from the nominee, objections to an agency’s mission, or 

sincerely held reservations about the nominee’s qualifications. 

This political “game” is repeated thousands of times between a president and the Senate.  

In addition to the federal judiciary, military promotions and postings, U.S. Marshalls, and U.S. 

Attorneys, there were between 1,200 and 1,400 positions that required Senate confirmation prior 

to the most recent presidential appointment reform legislation (Carey, 2012a).  This reform 
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legislation reduced the number of positions by 163 (Carey, 2012a).  Not all of these 

appointments, however, are treated equally.  There are appointments that seem to be more 

“important” to the business of government in that some appointees end up in a position to 

exercise greater regulatory authority. There are also appointments to agencies that are perceived 

as liberal, moderate, or conservative agencies (Lewis, 2010, p. 116).   

This article will use the expert survey data classifications of eighty-two Federal Agencies 

as Liberal, Moderate, or Conservative compiled by Lewis (2008), and congress.gov datasets as a 

basis to evaluate how confirmation duration for nominees ultimately confirmed is affected by the 

perceived orientation of the federal agency, the President, and the Senate. 

Chapter III: Theory & Literature Review 

Political appointees serve to fulfill multiple goals for a president.  They may be chosen 

because of their loyalty to ensure execution of an ideological policy agenda in an executive 

agency requiring no great technical knowledge; they may be chosen because of perceived 

political affiliation in addition to a background in a technical field with aligned with their 

nomination, or they may simply be chosen to satisfy the “pro quo” in the quid pro quo exchange. 

In order to have a broad understanding of the literature related to confirmation duration it 

is first important to review the strategic and political goals of a president vis-à-vis the 

bureaucracy.  Literature related to confirmation duration as a legitimate issue of study will then 

be presented.  We will then investigate traditional explanations of factors that affect confirmation 

duration, theoretical reasons to doubt those factors, and other political reasons that affect 

confirmation duration.  Finally we will introduce the topic of politicization and how agency 

ideology factors into the senate confirmation process. 
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This article will draw on all of these theoretical foundations to show how the political 

dynamic of the Senate and the agency to which the president wishes to appoint a nominee factors 

into the duration of confirmation. 

Political Goals of Appointments.  Though the function of providing leadership is often 

thought of as merely the means for the execution of policy; the political appointment process and 

the people that the president selects to fill the vacancies in the bureaucracy are, at their base, as 

Aberbach and Rockman put it, “a tool that presidents can use to increase control of the executive 

branch, with an aim to make the executive branch more or less exclusively responsive to them” 

(Aberbach & Rockman, 2009, p. 44). Kelly Chang reinforces appointments as a political policy 

tool of the presidency, nothing, “politicians care about appointments because they believe 

appointments affect policy” (Chang, 2001, p. 320). 

 Indeed, although a president may be successful at lobbying congressional support for 

laws, and the convincing the public of the need for a policy, the policies and laws are almost 

always implemented, interpreted, clarified, or formalized into regulations by political appointees 

and those they supervise.  David Lewis explains that, “Beginning with the first congresses, 

bureaucrats have been given substantial authority to make policy decisions. The amount of 

authority delegated to bureaucratic officials has only grown over time” (Lewis, 2008, p. 6).  Thus 

presidents invest a great deal in the process of selecting those who will represent the authority 

and political desires of the executive branch in these positions. 
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Confirmation Duration as an Issue.  Confirmation duration is the time from which the 

nomination of an appointee is formally received by the senate until the senate takes final action 

on that particular presidential nomination.  The Senate is involved in the confirmation of federal 

appointments as per Article II, Section 2 of the United States Constitution, which states: 

[The President] shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, 

shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme 

Court, and all other Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein 

otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by Law; but the Congress may by 

Law vest the Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the President 

alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments (U.S. Const. Art. II, § 2,) 

It should be noted that the constitutional provision for Senate involvement in the appointment 

confirmation process does not dictate the specifics of the process by which the senate gives their 

advise and consent to the president.  Because this process is not defined, either in general or for 

specific nominees, confirmation durations have varied widely over time.  A 2012 review of 

presidential appointments requiring senate confirmation by the Congressional Research Service 

found that: 

Historically, the nomination and confirmation of presidential appointments has been 

regulated not by strict, formal rules, but rather by informal customs that can change (and 

have changed) over the years, as the relative balance of power between the President and 

the Senate ebbs and flows. (Carey, 2012b) 

The ebbs and flows of power vis-à-vis the Senate-Presidential relationship have shaped 

the confirmation process along with the custom and traditions of the Senate’s procedural 

processes, which have developed to protect the autonomy of individual Senators and ensure that 
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they are able to fulfill their advice and consent role according to their individual preference on 

individual nominees (Carey, 2012b).   This custom of protecting the individual right of senators 

to express their advice as they see fit combined with the Senate being a body affording the 

minority party considerable powers has created a Senate confirmation process that is, as McCarty 

and Razaghian put it, rife with, “opportunities for obstruction and delay” (McCarty & Razaghian, 

1999). 

The democratic expression of opposition to or delay of individual nominations can be 

seen in one sense as political communication from the Senate to the president indicating the 

Senate’s relative ideological bargaining position on nominees.  Also, in cases of intentional 

obstruction and delay, this can be political communication from a senator to their constituency; 

expressing opposition to an agency in general or a particular aspect of the administration’s 

political agenda.  Alternately, it can be an attempt to extract concessions from the president on 

another issue. 

Cases of delay do not usually result in a nominee being rejected; the Congressional 

Research Service’s 2012 analysis of the appointment process cites Sarah Binder’s succinct 

analysis of the fate of a presidential nominee, “most presidential nominees emerge from the 

Senate confirmation process and are eventually confirmed (Binder, 2001)” (as cited in Carey, 

2012).  The same Congressional Research Service report went on to note that, “In the 111th 

Congress, for example, the President submitted 964 nominations to executive branch positions, 

and 843 of those were eventually confirmed for an 87% success rate” (Carey, 2012b). 

Although delay may be political communication, it is not without cost.  The increasing 

time that it takes to fill a new administration with initial appointees increased from just over two 

months in the Kennedy administration to just over eight months in the George W. Bush 
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administration (National Commission on the Public Service, 2003, p. 19).  This increase leaves 

agencies without leadership, which can affect Congress’ ability to hold an agency accountable 

for failures and inhibit the public from evaluating the performance of a president’s agenda in 

action.  Furthermore, as appointees face significant barriers and burdens in completing the 

confirmation process, highly qualified and capable individuals sometimes decline to enter 

government service leaving the government with an even more restricted pool of talent (National 

Commission on the Public Service, 2003, p. 18). 

Conventional Explanations of Confirmation Duration.  Nolan McCarty and Rose 

Razaghian, in their work, “Advice and Consent: Senate Responses to Executive Branch 

Nominations 1885-1996” (1999), produced one of the most cited analyses of presidential 

appointments to executive branch agencies, which continues to inform prevailing concepts of the 

factors in the presidential-senate interaction that affect the length of confirmation duration of 

presidential appointees.  Variations of their model and their dataset were used by DeRouen, 

Peake, and Ward (2005) for their analysis of the dynamics that claimed presidential mandates 

have on appointees; it has also influenced the appointment related work of Binder and Maltzman 

and Kevin Parsneau (Binder & Maltzman, 2002; DeRouen Jr., Peake, & Ward, 2005; Parsneau, 

2013).   McCarty and Razaghian review 3,500 select presidential nominations to executive 

branch agencies from 1885-1996 and evaluate the Senate’s response in terms of the duration of 

confirmation. 

Although there is great power in the ability of the president to appoint judges and fill 

vacancies on regulatory commissions, McCarty and Razaghian limit their review to executive 

agency appointments.  They justify this by noting that in the case of the former, “only median-

shifting appointments have policy consequences”, whereas the effect of a nominee on most 
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executive agencies, “based on her ability to control and coordinate the activities of the career 

service in such a way as to improve the implementation of the president’s policy”, thus, all 

executive agency appointments have policy consequences (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 

1123-1124).  Thus, appointments to regulatory commissions or to appellate courts, according to 

McCarty and Razaghian, are important insofar as they change the status quo, and only yield 

more positive policy outcomes or rulings for the president insofar as a president is in the position 

to change the majority ideological composition of that body.  Although McCarty and Razaghian 

argue that these appointments are only consequential when a majority-shifting appointment is 

made, this is not likely how the Senate views these appointments.  Majorities do not spring forth 

from the ether.  Senators are aware of the term of the appointment, the current number of 

ideologically-aligned members on the regulatory committee, how many members may retire or 

are about to have their terms expire, the probability of a different political party controlling the 

White House, and how many appointees to the regulatory commission the a new president might 

be able to make.  They incorporate all of this in their calculation of risk of “losing the 

commission” or their likelihood of “gaining the majority”.  The same long-term strategic 

calculations are likely to take place with judicial nominations, however, they are unique in that 

judicial appointments carry a lifetime tenure, which introduces a level of uncertainty regarding 

the timing of vacancies. Essentially, appointments that may not seem important today can 

become very important tomorrow.  Thus, this research expands the scope of presidential 

nomination research to include evaluation of regulatory-commissions.  Since the judiciary is a 

separate, co-equal branch of government as opposed to part of the executive and since utilizing 

judicial ideology scores would require bridging those scores to Lewis’ agency classifications, 
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which is a task outside the scope of this dissertation, judicial nominees are omitted from 

consideration.  This will be expanded on in the Future Research Section of this chapter. 

In the discussion of McCarty and Razaghian’s findings and also to contextualize the 

discussion of the issue of confirmation duration in this research, it should be noted that they, as 

many other authors in the field note, also note, “most nominees are eventually confirmed” 

(McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, 1125).  Furthermore, as the 2003 report of the Commission on the 

Public Service also found, McCarthy and Razaghian establish that average confirmation duration 

has been increasing, although they establish the beginning of the current trend of increasing 

confirmation durations to have begun in the early 1970’s (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 1126). 

Regarding factors affecting confirmation duration, McCarty and Razaghian propose 

several hypotheses, including: 

A. The Polarization Hypothesis. The greater the opposition to the president’s policy 

views in the Senate, the longer confirmations will be delayed; 

B. The Divided Government Hypothesis.  Confirmation delays will be longer during 

periods in which the Senate and the presidency are controlled by different parties; 

C. The Interaction Hypothesis.  The effects of polarization on delay are enhanced by 

divided government (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 1128) 

In their results they find that “the extent of party polarization and divided government are 

very important factors in explaining the variation in confirmation delays.  Polarization and the 

interaction between polarization and divided government both have statistically significant 

effects on the length of the process” (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, 1136).  Divided government 

in the absence of polarization, however, had “next to zero” impact (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, 

p. 1136). 
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 They also suggest that the ease with which minority members can employ dilatory tactics 

increases the duration of confirmations as it gives them greater leverage over the confirmation 

process (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p 1141).  They do not hypothesize about nor do they 

provide an explanation of how they evaluated the qualitative ‘rigorousness’ of the Senate’s 

advice and consent process; however, they conclude that it is far from a, “Senate rubber-

stamping or a credential certification, we [they] find that politics is an important part of the 

process” (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p 1141). 

Sarah Binder and Forrest Maltzman (2002) continue the discussion of confirmation 

duration variance by incorporating data on the federal judiciary instead of focusing on executive 

agency appointments.  Specifically they focus on presidential appointments to the United States 

Circuit Courts of Appeal between 1947 and 1998 and attempt to explain the variation, over time, 

in the length of the confirmation process (Binder & Maltzman, 2002, p. 190).  First, they find 

that with the judicial nominees evaluated, like McCarty and Razaghian did with executive branch 

appointees, the overwhelming number of appointees to the federal bench are eventually 

confirmed.  Specifically, Binder and Maltzman establish that 93 percent of judicial nominees to 

the federal circuit courts are confirmed (Binder & Maltzman, 2002, p. 194). 

The high rate of confirmation, however, is not indicative of uniform confirmation process 

or confirmation duration.  Variation in the mean confirmation duration for a numbered congress 

ranged from 14.5 days in the 82nd Congress (1951-1952) to 205 days in the 105th Congress 

(1997-1998).  Though, as previously established by other scholars, there has been a trend 

upwards in the confirmation duration, this does not mean that that trend has progressed without 

interruption or at a constant rate.  One such case would be the 86th Congress (1959-1960), which 

Binder and Maltzman reference Sheldon Goldman’s summation of Majority Leader Lyndon 
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Johnson’s decision, on the eve of a presidential election, to halt all judicial nominees; resulting in 

a mean confirmation duration of 121 days (Binder & Maltzman, 2002, p. 195; Goldman, 1997).19 

Regarding a pattern of confirmation duration inside a presidency, Binder and Maltzman 

find that nominations made earlier in a presidency move more swiftly than those later in a 

president’s term.  Furthermore, when evaluated separately from presidential term duration, 

presidential popularity does not seem to significantly affect nomination duration (Binder & 

Maltzman, 2002, p. 197). 

Binder and Maltzman’s treatment of divided government, however, introduces a concept 

of the Senators acting strategically by evaluating the nominee’s perceived impact on a political 

status quo.  Divided government in itself, they argue, “ is a prominent cause for institutional slow 

down, but it is far from the prevalent force influencing the fate of nominees” (Binder & 

Maltzman, 2002, p. 197).  This does not mean that divided government is irrelevant, rather that it 

sets up conditions where the Senate majority party may, in some cases act to strategically delay a 

nominee: 

If the president attempts to fill a vacancy on a critical circuit during divided government, 

that nominee would have a significant impact on the policy tenor of the circuit by tilting 

the circuit against the majority party's favor.  As a result, the majority party exploits its 

procedural rights to delay consideration of the president's nominee. (Binder & Maltzman, 

2002, p. 197) 

                                                
19 This strategic halting of nominations on the eve of a presidential election may be of particular 

interest regarding the political strategy involved in the delay of presidential nominees in the 

wake of the passing of Justice Antonin Scalia. 
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Thus, divided government in itself does not account for a blanket extension of all confirmations, 

but it does create a presidential-senate dynamic that makes for a larger political rewards for the 

party opposite of the president to engage in dilatory tactics on appointments they consider to 

have strategic value.   

 Karl DeRouen, Jeffrey Peake, and Kenneth Ward (2005), further expand the 

understanding of the Presidential-Senate dynamic vis-à-vis confirmations by adding a 

consideration of how elections can affect the process.  They utilize the dataset compiled by 

McCarty and Razaghian (1999), thus their observations are presidential nominations to executive 

branch positions from 1885-1996, exclusive of posts at Department of State and Department of 

Defense and appointments to “regional posts such as U.S. Attorney or U.S. Customs” (DeRouen 

Jr. et al., 2005).    

 As with McCarty and Razaghian and other scholars, DeRouen et al. further support the 

finding that executive nominees enjoy extremely high success rates of confirmation.  Success, 

however, is not without significant obstacles and barriers that can contribute to a variance of 

confirmation outcomes and confirmation durations (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 107).  DeRouen 

et al.’s findings on the effect of divided government and polarization were similar to those of 

McCarty and Razaghian.  Polarization, a quality they measured utilizing DW-NOMINATE data, 

quantifies each senate-president relationship, indicating the ideological distance between the 

president and the mean opposition senator (Binder & Maltzman, 2002; DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005; 

Poole, 2001). Specifically, DeRouen et al. found that divided government with minimal 

polarization had no statistically significant effect on failed nominations, but confirmations under 

divided government required 34% less time (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 124). The interaction of 

polarization and divided government leads to presidential nominees having increased 
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confirmation durations; they found that under divided government, each 1% increase in 

polarization produced an additional 2.4% increase in the time required for confirmation 

(DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 124).  

 Unlike McCarty and Razaghian, DeRouen et al. include consideration of failed 

nominations in their analysis (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, 115).  Though the failed nominations 

account only for a very small percentage of the total, their contribution to knowledge of the 

subject gives us insight into how the senate chooses to kill a nomination when they do.  

Nominations can die one of three ways: first, the Senate can formally reject them; second, the 

president can withdraw them; and third, they die by rule at the end of a numbered Congress.  

From 1885-1996, they found only four rejections and seventy presidential withdrawals, 

accounting for only 2% of total nominations they considered.  Nominations that die by rule, that 

is, they are not voted on by the Senate or withdrawn by the end of the numbered congress, 

accounted for only 5% of nominations they considered.  Thus, most nominations succeed, 

however, when the Senate wants to kill a nomination, their preferred route is by letting it expire 

(DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 114-115). 

 As for variables causing variance in confirmation duration, DeRouen, Peake, and Ward 

found an effect of a honeymoon for presidents who claim an electoral mandate coupled with 

positive seat gains for the president’s party in the Senate, stating, “Presidents who win 

convincingly, come into office with positive partisan turnover in the Senate, or claim an electoral 

mandate are granted faster confirmations” (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 121).  The link, however, 

between presidential mandate and the likelihood of confirmation is only noted when coupled 

with positive seat swing for the president’s party in the senate.  The president’s margin of 

victory, considered alone, they argue, “has no statistically significant effect on the probability of 
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confirmation, withdrawal or rejection, or expiration of nominations” (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 

115-116).  Presidential margin of victory, however, did effect the speed of confirmations, “Each 

1% increase in the presidential vote margin produces a 1.3% decrease in the time required for 

confirming the president’s nominees” (DeRouen Jr. et al., 2005, p. 121). 

Theoretical Reasons to Doubt Divided Government and Polarization.  There are 

 theoretical reasons to doubt the effect of divided government, polarization, and the intersection 

of the two as the predominant factors in explaining the reason for increased nomination duration.  

First, inherent in the divided government hypotheses presented by other scholars is the 

assumption that it is the majority party in the Senate that is the main source of delay to the 

president’s nominees.  However, those who study the Senate emphasize that it is not a 

majoritarian body, and individual members from either party can cause delays by putting “holds” 

on nominations (Rybicki, 2015, p. 10).  Indeed, McCarty and Razaghian even note that the 

delays may occur and be initiated irrespective of a the majority party status because of other 

holds and other procedural requirements, such as that of unanimous consent in order to enter into 

executive session (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 1124-1125).  There are even cases where, 

under divided government, senators from minority party are in a position to extract greater 

presidential concessions in other areas by withholding support for a nominee.  Essentially, there 

when the president’s party is in the minority he is even more dependent all of his compatriots in 

the Senate to provide uniform support for all nominees. Accounting for some members of the 

president’s opposition party always voting against a nominee, the president must ensure that his 

‘base’ in the Senate is happy and provides uniform support, allowing them to extract political 

favors. 
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There is an assumption that divided government sets up a condition that allows for 

constant obstructionism; however, this overlooks the often-nuanced push and pull of the 

exchange of political capital.  In some cases, individual senators have an incentive to be 

obstructionist, however, there is a limit to the effectiveness of constantly using this tactic.  

Senators may realize that it is better to control and influence that which one is unable to stop.  To 

this point, Lewis (2008) argues that senators have some incentive, even under divided 

government, to allow the president to increase the number of PAS appointments because this 

allows them to have a more direct influence on policy (Lewis, 2008, 65). 

Finally, regarding polarization, there are issues with measurement and applicability to a 

non-majoritarian body.  Overall measures of polarization based on the whole Senate or based on 

the distance between the president and senators from the opposing political party do not 

sufficiently account for the disproportionate affect ideological outliers can have on nominations.  

In addition to these theoretical reasons that leave these polarization measures questionable, 

practical methodological issues also lead to this study not incorporating a similar measure.  At 

the time of the writing of this study DW-Nominate scores do not cover all Numbered Congress’ 

considered (Carrol et al., 2015).  Furthermore, given that the dataset for this research does not 

span multiple “eras” there is not a significant amount of variance in the difference between the 

president and the mean minority party Senator (Poole, Rosenthal, & Graduate School of 

Industrial Administration, Carnegie-Mellon University, 2015).20  Whereas McCarty & Razaghian 

                                                
20 For Bush & Obama total variation in difference between president and mean Senate opposition 

party over the time considered was 0.134 on DW-Nominate Senate polarization data. Numbered 

congress differences between the president and the mean senate opposition member were: 107th:  

0.836; 108th: 0.834; 109th: 0.852; 110th: 0.846; 111th: 0.876; 112th: 0.938; 113th: 0.968 
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and DeRouen et. al evaluate one hundred years, the four presidential terms considered in this 

research simply does not produce the same variance. 

 Another issue with many of the existing hypotheses regarding the effect of divided 

government, presidential-senate polarization, and the intersection of the two is that they tend to 

treat executive branch nominations as a whole; however, this ignores the fact that agencies 

themselves have ideologies and perceived patterns of partisan preference that must be taken into 

account that should be taken into account during the confirmation process.  The agency ideology 

can either be due to agency mission generally being more in line with one political party over 

another and also what amounts to ideological self-selection.  Lewis (2008) also makes this point 

in his discussion of what attracts particular people to service in particular agencies.  Further, 

Lewis (2008) discusses the phenomena of politicization, that is, the increasing of the ratio of 

political appointees to career civil servants in an agency. 

Lewis argues that when politicization occurs for policy-driven reasons, presidents 

generally focus on “infiltrating” agencies that are ideologically opposite of them.  One example 

he gives is President Reagan’s utilization of strategic appointments and reorganizations to 

address, “environmental and social welfare agencies [which he believed] were populated with 

Democratic partisans hired and promoted because they were dedicated to programs they were 

managing” (Lewis, 2008, p. 52). 

Essentially, presidents want at least the status quo outcomes in agencies ideologically 

aligned with them and they hope to change those agencies ideologically opposed to them.  Even 

if “changing the culture” of an ideologically opposing agency is unsuccessful presidents can still 

have a net positive outcomes if they are able to neuter those agencies. When politicization is 

done for the placement of patronage appointees, however, Lewis observes that Democratic 
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presidents desire to increase appointments in liberal agencies and Republican presidents desire to 

increase appointment positions in conservative agencies.  Patronage appointees are generally 

selected for their service to the president or the party and personnel managers attempt to match 

patronage appointees, by their interests and backgrounds, with relevant agencies.  Thus, the 

focus on ideologically similar agencies for patronage appointees is, as Lewis states, “is likely due 

to liberal campaign supporters being more likely to have background qualifications and job 

aspirations that would fit ideologically liberal agencies and vice versa” (Lewis, 2008, 119).    

Politicization.  As briefly noted above, Lewis’ (2008) main, field-altering contribution is 

that he draws the agencies, themselves, back into discussion of appointments.  Previous studies 

of appointments seem to generally treat the agencies being filled as a block – “the bureaucracy” 

or “executive branch” departments.  When looking into the dynamics of political appointments21 

one must remember that the agencies are not without their own individual political dynamics and 

ideological history.  Thus, some appointments are more important for the active execution of a 

president’s agenda.  If the president’s agenda includes action or inaction by one agency that has a 

history of actions or regulations that carried political consequences, presidents may also try and 

achieve this political goal by political appointees.  

 Lewis argues that studying politicization, that is the “where” and “how many” of political 

appointments, “sheds light on an important presidential tool for controlling the bureaucracy and a 

useful resource for political bargaining” (Lewis, 2008, p. 4).   Politicization, Lewis argues, is 

                                                
21 Lewis’ analysis of presidentially appointed positions in the executive branch agencies is more 

extensive from mine in that he includes discussion of Presidential Appointments with Senate 

confirmation (PAS), Presidential Appointments without Senate confirmation (PSs), 

Appointments to the Senior Executive Service (SES), and Schedule C Appointments. 
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simply that it is a rational political response that is engaged in by presidents of both parties with 

the aim of achieving political goals in regards to the actions or inactions of an agency. 

 The introduction of a measure to classify agency ideology is a crucial tool Lewis 

generated that is central to this study.  He highlights that although we have ready indicators of 

the ideology of presidents and members of congress it is more difficult to determine the relative 

political ideology of an agency.  Though, as he previously noted, different agencies are tasked 

with different missions; some more or less aligned with a particular political party; there is a 

need for an independent measure of agency ideology.  To that end, Lewis sent a survey to thirty-

seven experts in American bureaucratic politics; including academics, journalists, and 

Washington think-tanks (Lewis, 2008, p. 114).   The survey listed eighty-two departments and 

agencies and asked instructed the recipients: 

Please see below a list of United States government agencies that were in existence 

between 1988 and 2005. I am interested to know which of these agencies have policy 

views due to law, practice, culture, or tradition that can be characterized as liberal or 

conservative. Please place a check mark in one of the boxes next to each agency—“slant 

Liberal, Neither Consistently, slant Conservative, Don’t Know. (Lewis, 2008, p. 114-

115) 

The responses were then adjusted for degree of expertness and formulated into a table listing 

agencies determined to be liberal, moderate, or conservative based on whether the liberal and 

conservative agencies could be statistically distinguished from the moderate agencies.   

 The president, having an understanding of the existing ideologies in agencies and 

departments of the federal bureaucracy and how they affect his agenda, must make a choice 

when and where they will attempt to politicize.  Overtly forwarding political goals, however, is 
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not the only reason presidents choose to politicize.  They also do it as a form of political self-

protection.  Lewis notes, “since voters and history judge presidents for the performance of the 

entire federal government during their tenure, this creates incentives for presidents to ensure that 

policy outcomes, both legislative and administrative, are under their control” (Lewis, 2008, p. 

55).  Furthermore, Lewis notes that the president’s use of appointments becomes not only a 

vehicle for specific policy goals, but also a tool for bolstering their political party and leveraging 

congress:  

The president’s control over personnel is a source of political capital, and how a president 

uses this re source can directly affect not only the electoral fortunes of his party, but also 

his own political fortunes and leverage for bargaining with the legislative branch. (Lewis, 

2008, p. 56)  

Inherent in his predictions of politicization are four key assumptions.  First, he assumes 

that presidents care about policy outcomes because they either have a policy preference or 

because policy choices affect their public perception of success.  This interest in policy 

outcomes, he argues, means that if a president and an agency have divergent policy views, 

presidents prefer the agency’s policy view was closer to theirs (Lewis, 2008, p. 57).  This 

assumption is warranted and in keeping with models of rational actors. 

 Second, he assumes that presidents want agencies to be competent, that is, that an agency, 

once given directions is capable at carrying them out (Lewis, 2008, p. 58).  There are theoretical 

reasons to doubt this hypothesis.  Insofar as presidents desire competency in an agency carrying 

out their instructions, this may be correct, however, if a president is unable to leverage congress 

to change or neuter an agency’s mission it is conceivable that a president would not prefer an 

agency that is competent at carrying out their duties.  Political appointees can be used to this end.  
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Although presidents likely still do not desire this type of agency to make mistakes, they also gain 

politically by these agencies doing as little as possible.  

 Lewis’ third and fourth assumptions22 are that agencies do have policy views but that 

these views can be modified by presidential appointees, and, agencies with a high percentage of 

appointees are less competent than agencies with a low percentage of appointees (Lewis, 2008, 

p. 58). 

 How then, does Lewis’ work incorporate the Senate’s response to presidential 

nominations?  First, Lewis documents that over the last several decades there has been an 

increase in the number of PAS appointments (Lewis, 2008, p. 118).  As these positions are set by 

statute, changing the number and kind of PAS appointments required the Senate’s cooperation.  

He points out that, not surprisingly, “Congress is more willing to create appointed positions and 

less likely to object when presidents create more appointed positions by executive action” 

(Lewis, 2008, p. 91-92).  Even under united government, however, the president is constrained in 

the political appointment game with the Senate by the anticipated response of congress to 

politicization attempts (Lewis, 2008, p. 92).  The resistance the president experiences from the 

Senate is because the president and the median member of the Senate frequently have different 

optimal numbers of appointees.  These differences, Lewis emphasizes, are because of the policy 

differences between the president and the median Senator (Lewis, 2008, p. 118). 

 Senators are often “willing partners to politicization” (Lewis, 2008, p. 204).  Lewis 

relates an interview with a former congressman who relates that decisions to cooperate or oppose 

expanding appointments have to do with policy expectations.  Congressmen decide, “Am I trying 

to advance that kind of agenda or block that kind of agenda?” (Interview with Mickey Edwards 

                                                
22 In his study he demonstrates these assumptions to be correct in his data analysis. 
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R-OK, As Cited in Lewis, 2008, p. 204).  Absent major policy objections, Senators have an 

incentive (constrained in scope by ideology) to increase appointments because they exercise 

significant influence in the selection of appointees via personnel recommendations to the 

president.  This allows Senators to leverage the increased number of positions for patronage.  

Furthermore, Senators may agree to more presidential appointment positions, knowing his intent 

to utilize them for policy or patronage purposes, and then hold up confirmations to those 

positions to extract policy concessions or the repayment of political favors from the president 

(Lewis, 2008, p. 204).  Senators have long recognized the power their leverage in the 

confirmation game gives them.  Lewis notes that historically, this is why Congress was the major 

force resisting the expansion of the merit system (Lewis, 2008, p. 204). 

Chapter III: Hypotheses 

 Drawing on existing literature regarding nomination duration and presidents’ 

bureaucratic and policy priorities this article develops the following hypotheses that intersect the 

presidency, the senate, executive agencies, the relative ideologies of each and their effect on 

confirmation duration. 

Hypothesis 1: The Ideological Response Hypothesis.  Nominees to liberal or 

conservative agencies will result in longer confirmation durations than nominations to 

moderate agencies.  

Since both majority and minority party Senators can cause problems for nominees, an 

appointment to an agency with a known ideology (i.e. non-moderate) represents a potential threat 

to the policy status quo to someone in the Senate.  These nominations then will result in extended 

confirmation durations as a means of protecting those interests. 
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Hypothesis 2:  The Issue Response Hypothesis.  Nominees to agencies that share the 

president’s ideology will result in longer confirmation durations than agencies that are 

not. 

Senators, knowing that the like-minded agencies in the bureaucracy are most crucial to the 

execution of the president’s agenda, subject confirmations to those agencies to greater scrutiny 

and, thus, result in longer confirmation durations. 

Hypothesis 3:  The Politicization Response Hypothesis.  Nominees to agencies that are 

opposed to the president’s ideology will result in longer confirmation durations than 

agencies that are not. 

Knowing presidents seek to sway the status quo of policy outcomes from ideologically opposed 

agencies to their favor via political appointments, Senators seek to protect those agencies from 

politicization by dilatory tactics, resulting in longer confirmation durations.  

 Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3, although not mutually exclusive, evaluate whether the 

Senate engages in dilatory tactics for longer periods of time in order to prevent presidents from 

advancing their agendas via agencies aligned with their active execution or whether the Senate 

delays to limit the ability of the president to “capture” agencies perceived as traditionally aligned 

with the president’s opponents.   The expectation is both generate longer nomination durations.  

Chapter III: Framework & Methods 

To test the hypotheses, I utilized Lewis’ (2008) ideological classification of eighty-two federal 

agencies.  He determined ideological classification by surveying a: 

set of thirty-seven experts in American bureaucratic politics among academics, 

journalists, and Washington think-tanks…and used [the] expert survey responses--

adjusting for the degree of expertness (discrimination) and different thresholds for what 
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constitutes a liberal or conservative agency--to get estimates of which agencies are 

consistently liberal or conservative” (Lewis, 2008, p. 114-115). 

Lewis’ reliance on the validity of his measurement of agency ideology allows this measure to be 

utilized as a predictor of Senate’s reaction to presidential nominees.  Depending on the political 

dynamics between the agency, Senate, and president, different nominees receive varying 

amounts of scrutiny.  Some nominations are ignored - allowing positions to go vacant; some are 

held-up in order to exact political or policy concessions, while others receive prompt attention. 

Chapter III: Dataset.  The data used in this study were the 3,733 confirmed presidential 

nominations made by President’s George W. Bush and Barack H. Obama to the agencies 

classified by Lewis (2008) as liberal, moderate, or conservative.  Data were obtained from the 

congress.gov website.  Using a data ‘scraper’, all presidential nomination records23 for the 107th 

United States Congress through the 114th United States Congress, covering the periods of the 

George W. Bush and Barak Obama presidencies.  This resulted in data returned for over 16,000 

individual presidential nominations (PN). 

Presidential Nominations (PN) are sequentially enumerated24 beginning at PN1 and 

continuing as necessary for the duration of a single Numbered Congress.  At the beginning of a 

                                                
23 As of 02/15/2016 

24 There are a few cases of “hyphenated” PN numbers where there might be nominations 

attached to the same PN number, but would require individual votes regarding the individuals.  

In these cases PN numbers would receive a hyphen and an additional number. e.g. in the 111th 

Congress, PN67-1, PN67-2.  The introduction of hyphenated numeration is the cause of the 

failure of  whitehouse.gov presidential nominations data viewer to fail to display nomination data 

for several prominent figures.  See Figure 3.1. 
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new session of congress, PN numeration begins again at PN1.  Appointments to Executive 

Schedule positions, the judiciary, and the most senior positions in the United States Military all 

had a single, unique, presidential nomination for a single person, however, appointments for 

military and uniformed service promotions, which make up the bulk of the total number of 

presidential nominations submitted to the United States Senate, would frequently apply to 

anywhere between 100-1000 people. 

Utilizing the data api/web-scraping tool import.io, the data for all presidential 

nominations from the individual numbered congresses indicated above were downloaded.  

Pertinent data provided by congress.gov included the date the senate formally received the 

nomination, the PN number, the nominee’s name, the nominee’s appointment level and agency, 

the date of latest action, and the result of the latest action on the nomination.  

The data for the individual numbered congresses were then manipulated utilizing 

formulas in excel to produce additional columns to extract information from “paragraph” style 

text into individualized columns that are intended to be used in future research.  Utilizing an 

SQL database, the individual numbered congress data were uploaded and merged into a master 

dataset.  This resulting dataset includes all presidential nominations, successful, withdrawn, and 

failed, for all positions including military promotions.   

An SQL script was written to insert a column that calculated nomination duration.  This 

calculating the difference, in days, between the date congress.gov indicated the Senate received 

the nomination from the president and the date that congress.gov indicated was the latest action 

on the nomination and then adding one day.  Thus, for example, nominations that were received  
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Figure 3.1 Screenshot of the Whitehouse’s Missing Appointees 
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in the senate and voted on the same day (date difference of zero days), would receive 

confirmation duration of one day.   

As this model is considering only successful nominees, which indicate that the president 

correctly anticipated what the Senate would find acceptable for a particular appointment, 

nominees which had no action taken on them by the end of the Congressional term or 

nominations withdrawn are excluded.  It is of note that 85% of all nominations, not only 

nominations that are considered by Lewis’ classification, are confirmed.  Exclusion due to 

confirmation failure affected only 2,461 Presidential Nominations (See Table 3.1).  Many of 

those were military promotions submitted at the end of a numbered Congress, which had to be 

resubmitted, and voted on subsequent the seating of the new numbered Congress.   After further 

excluding nominations for agencies not classified by Lewis (e.g. Military Promotions or the 

Udall Scholarship Foundation), leaves the previously indicated 3,733 Presidential Nominations. 

Focusing the analysis on confirmed nominees is consistent with the process of McCarty 

and Razaghian (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 1132); the limitation of this study to 

confirmations excludes only an small percentage of nominations that would have otherwise have 

been considered and it also allows to avoid interpretive complications for nominations that were 

withdrawn or never acted on upon the change of a presidential administration25.  Further, this 

study, like McCarty and Razaghian (1999), excludes consideration of judicial appointments.   

                                                
25 Overlap during administration change can happen because the initiation dates of a new 

numbered congress and a new presidency are offset, thus allowing an outgoing president to send 

his final nominations to a new numbered congress (note: these account for some of the 

exclusions in this research data as President Clinton sent nearly 100 nominations to the 107th 

Congress, which were then withdrawn or allowed to expire under President Bush. 
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Table 3.1 Confirmation Percentage 

 
 N. Percent 
Confirmed 13,920 85 
Not-Confirmed 2,461 15 
TOTAL 16,381 100 
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Although this is an area of great interest and should be included in future research, Lewis’ 

classification did not address the federal judiciary at any level; utilizing existing measures of  

judicial ideology would require them to be bridged into Lewis’ classification system, which is 

outside the scope of this study.  Further, judicial appointees are not part of the executive, but part 

of a separate, co-equal branch of government, with life tenure that extends beyond the current 

president, which may alter their consideration by the Senate.  Opportunities for their inclusion 

are discussed further in the Future Research Section of this chapter. 

Chapter III Methods: Model.  As the dependent variable in this study is a unit of time, the 

appropriate statistical method is Survival Analysis (Garson, 2013; Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1999).  

Consistent with analysis of McCarty and Razaghian is the use of the Kaplan-Meier survival 

analysis and Cox regression analysis (McCarty & Razaghian, 1999, p. 1135 see footnote).  

Survival analysis allows modeling the dependent variable, confirmation duration as a function of 

independent variables (Garson, 2013).  This analysis is appropriate for analysis of confirmed 

appointees because, “lack of variance in the status variable does not matter for Cox regression, 

since what is analyzed is time-to-event, not the variance of the status (event) variable itself” 

(Garson, 2013).  To interpret Cox regressions one should remember that, “the standardized 

regression coefficient(s) of the covariate(s) is/are a measure of the relative importance of the 

covariate(s) to survival, controlling for time” (Garson, 2013).  In Cox regressions, a negative 

regression coefficient corresponds with lower hazard rates and higher survival rates.  In terms of 

confirmation durations, negative coefficients indicate longer confirmation durations.   

For Cox regressions, !
!"# (!) indicates the protective effect (from an “end event”, in this 

case “protection” from confirmation) of belonging to the independent variable class.  Regression 

analysis will be presented for sequential numbered Congresses, which is expected to illustrate the 
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overall trend of increased confirmation durations and also its intra-presidential patterned 

fluctuation.  Cox regressions will also be performed to analyze the effect that the independent 

variables, confirmation to agencies aligned with the president’s ideology and confirmation to 

agencies opposed the president’s ideology, have on the confirmation duration.  Both variables 

are expected to increase confirmation duration, though it is expected that confirmation to 

agencies aligned with the president’s ideology will be predictive of longer confirmation 

durations. 

Chapter III: Results 

 Analysis of the data, combining Bush and Obama nominees, individually by president, 

and including a divided government variable provided several significant findings.  These 

findings are presented below with relevant descriptive statistics and regressions. 

Combined Bush & Obama: Comparison of Means.  Combining all cases for the Bush 

and Obama resulted in 3733 total cases, of which, 668 were confirmed nominations to liberal 

agencies, 2283 were confirmed nominations to moderate agencies, and 782 were confirmed 

nominations to conservative agencies.  Mean nomination duration for all cases was 96.34 days 

with a median of 71 days and a range of 704 days (1-705) (See Table 3.2). 

The combined Bush and Obama data illustrate a finding that is repeated in all data sub-

groupings:  nominations to moderate agencies take the shortest amount of time whereas 

nominations to identifiably ideological agencies, that is conservative or liberal agencies, result in 

increased nomination durations.  In the combined Bush and Obama data the mean duration for 

appointments to moderate agencies was 87.31 days, compared to 102.66 days and 119.80 days 

for nominations to conservative and liberal agencies respectively.  This phenomenon and its  
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Table 3.2 Bush & Obama Comparison of Means: Mean Days Needed for Appointment 
Confirmation 

 N. Mean 
(Days) 

Median 
(Days) 

Std. Deviation Minimum 
(Days) 

Maximum 
(Days) 

Liberal Agencies 668 119.8 91.0 102.266 1 705 

Moderate Agencies 2283 87.31 66.0 74.557 1 662 
Conservative Agencies 782 102.66 73.5 93.051 1 683 
President Bush 2140 83.95 59.0 82.231 1 705 
President Obama 1593 112.99 91.0 85.999 1 525 
United Government 2567 102.13 74.0 91.741 1 705 
Divided Government 1166 83.60 64.5 66.396 1 499 
TOTAL 3733 96.34 71.0 85.069 1 705 
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significance will be further discussed in the regression results section, however, it does indicate 

that the dynamics of the Senate confirmation process result in longer confirmations for 

appointees to liberal or conservative agencies relative to the nomination duration nominees to 

moderate agencies, regardless of presidential party. 

Combined Bush & Obama: Nomination disparity.  The combined Bush and Obama  

data also indicates that, in general, Obama appointees have a mean confirmation duration 

approximately thirty days longer than Bush appointees.  This could be for a number of reasons.  

First, Senate Republicans may be more likely to use dilatory tactics when the President is a 

Democrat.  A perceived tendency of Democrats to favor larger and or more powerful federal 

government clearly gives incentive that delaying, (even when they can’t deny) presidential 

nominations made by a Democratic president, a means of opposing the implementation of an 

agenda they disagree with. 

Another explanation of this thirty-day difference may be related to the function of 

collapsing the data to two periods of evaluation “Bush” vs. “Obama”.  A more precise 

description of the nature of confirmation duration variance is illustrated in Table 3.3 and Table 

3.4.  These tables, give us the comparison of means and also the regression analysis to establish 

that there has been a general trend of increasing nomination duration from the 107th to the 114th 

Congress.  

The consideration of nominees as either “Bush” or “Obama” appointments collapses a 

more dynamic relationship, one that was noted by previous scholars.  Confirmation durations 

have not only been trending upward over time, there is a repeating pattern of fluctuation 

confirmation durations follow (see Table 3.3, Table 3.4).   A Cox regression on for nomination 

duration by numbered congress is presented in Table 3.4.  Although fluctuating within a  
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Table 3.3 Numbered Congresses Comparison of Means: Mean Days Needed for 
Appointment Confirmation by Numbered Congress 

Numbered Congress Mean N. Std. Deviation 

107 60.28 795 53.923 

108 116.24 446 106.064 

109 85.13 552 90.759 

110 94.82 347 69.220 

111 85.79 721 76.249 

112 152.48 332 97.709 

113 121.47 394 79.927 

114 134.61 146 72.855 

Total 96.34 3733 85.069 
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Table 3.4 Cox Regression Predicting Confirmation Duration by Numbered Congress 

Numbered 
Congress B SE Wald Sig. Exp(B) 

95.0% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower Upper 

107th 
(Reference)   437.337 .000    

108th 
 -.810 .060 181.482 .000 .445 .396 .501 

109th 
 -.425 .056 57.790 .000 .653 .586 .729 

110th 
 -.565 .065 76.603 .000 .569 .501 .645 

111th 
 -.442 .052 73.209 .000 .643 .581 .711 

112th 
 -1.117 .066 283.828 .000 .327 .287 .373 

113th 
 -.858 .062 190.275 .000 .424 .375 .479 

114th -.981 .090 117.767 .000 .375 .314 .447 
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presidency, the regression indicates moderate to large statistically significant increases in 

confirmation duration.26  

It is also noteworthy that this generalized increase persists while fitting a predictable 

fluctuation through a president’s term.  It seems large numbers of nominations in the initial 

congress of a President’s term (i.e. the first congressional session of a two term president) are 

approved more expeditiously, followed by a reaction and pendulum swing of significantly 

increased nominations during the second numbered congress of a president’s term.  Thus the first 

numbered congress under Bush (107th Congress, 2001-2003) approved 795 nominees in an 

average of 60.28 days, whereas the second numbered congress under Bush (108th Congress, 

2003-2005) approved 446 nominees in an average of 116.24 days.27  Likewise, the first 

numbered congress under Obama (111th Congress, 2009-2011) approved 721 nominees in an 

average of 85.79 days, whereas the second numbered congress under Obama (112th Congress, 

2011-2013) approved 332 nominees in an average of 152.48 days. 

                                                
26 The reference group for interpreting the regression coefficients is the 107th Congress, that is, 

the first Numbered Congress under Bush. 

27 The 107th Congress is an incredibly unique instance.  When President Bush took office he 

inherited the recently sworn in three-week old Senate; split 50-50.  In this case, the election of 

the Senate Majority Leader and any other tie-breaking vote was cast by Vice President Dick 

Cheney.  This, normally, would have constituted unified government until, at least, 2003.  This, 

however, was not the case.  In June of 2001 Senator Jim Jeffords left the Republican Party to be 

an Independent and caucus with the Democrats, creating divided government until the 

Republicans retook the Senate in 2003. 
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The increased duration of Obama nominees may also be partly attributable to his 

increased rate of nominations.  Despite reform legislation eliminating 163 positions (potentially 

equaling 435 additional nominations28) from requiring senate approval29, Obama is sending 

nominations to the Senate at a rate of 2.9910 per day in office, whereas Bush averaged 2.9343.  

Given that, at the time of this dataset, Obama had 344 days left in office he is on track to send 

the senate 8,743 nominations upon completion of his term compared to Bush’s 8,577.  If we 

adjust these numbers to compare nominations accounting for the difference in the number of 

positions requiring senate confirmation, and assuming a nominee turnover rate of 1 every 18 

months, Obama would end his term with 9178 nominations if the same positions still required 

senate confirmation.  As the Senate must allocate its time between legislative priorities and 

confirmations, it follows that a higher nomination rate by a president would result in a greater 

length of nomination duration. 

Finally, regarding the Bush-Obama duration disparity, Bush’s low mean nomination 

duration during the first numbered congress of his presidency may be partly attributable to 

nominations affected by and in the aftermath of 9/11.  In the wake of the terror attacks, nominees 

may have passed through the confirmation process quicker than would have otherwise happened. 

Combined Bush & Obama: Effect of divided government.  The most surprising  

outcome of the comparison of means for the combined Bush and Obama data is that under 

divided government (Presidency and Senate controlled by different parties), mean confirmation 

duration is lower than for united Government (See Table 3.2).  When the same party controls the 

Presidency and the Senate, the mean duration of confirmations is 102.13 days, n of 2567; 

                                                
28 Assuming a turnover rate of 1.5 years 

29 Presidential Appointment Efficiency and Streamlining Act of 2011 
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whereas, under divided government the mean confirmation duration is 83.60 days, n of 1166.  

This phenomenon will be further discussed in the regression results section.  As for the 

difference in means, this was certainly an unexpected effect.  The literature would seemingly 

indicate a universal rule that divided government produces deadlock, delay, and results in longer 

process duration for all government action (bills, nominations, etc.). 

Regression Hypothesis 1.   Regression analysis of combined Bush and Obama 

appointees (See Table 3.5) evaluated 3733 cases with independent, dummy variables for 

president of nomination, confirmation to liberal agency, confirmation to conservative agency, 

and confirmation under divided government.30  The one variable that failed to demonstrate a 

statistically significant relationship with nomination durations is divided government.  Outcomes 

indicate strong associations between ideological agencies and nomination duration holding all 

other variables constant.  This confirms Hypothesis 1.  It indicates that the Senate views the 

bureaucracy in political terms and senators understand are are responding to the political goals 

presidents try to achieve via the appointment process.  Senators react to threats to the status quo 

of political outcomes in agencies with an identifiable ideology by taking action to delay.  For the 

president variable, given that the reference group was “Bush”, the negative coefficient is 

indicative of Obama nominees having longer confirmation durations. 

  

                                                
30 Time-trend is treated in the separate regression establishing the pattern and trend of 

confirmation duration.  Presented in Table 6 
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Table 3.5 Cox Regression Predicting Nomination Duration (Hypothesis 1) 

 

 
B SE Wald Sig. Exp(B) 

95.0% CI for 
Exp(B) 

 Lower Upper 

Liberal Agencies 
 -.405 .045 82.060 .000 .667 .611 .728 

Conservative 
Agencies 

 -.213 .042 26.000 .000 .808 .744 .877 
President: (Bush 

0, Obama 1) 
 -.355 .036 97.745 .000 .701 .653 .752 

Divided 
Government .068 .038 3.149 .076 1.070 .993 1.154 
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The substantive implications of these findings are that nominations to liberal agencies take 1.4931 

times longer to confirm than nominations to moderate agencies.  Nominations to conservative 

agencies take 1.24 times as longer to confirm than nominations to moderate agencies.  Finally, 

Obama nominees took 1.42 times as long to confirm compared to Bush nominees. 

Regression Hypotheses 2 & 3.   Regression and survival analysis of Hypothesis 2 and 

Hypothesis 3 reveal a strong, positive, statistically significant relationship between: 

1.) Nominations to agencies consistent with the president’s ideology and 

confirmation duration (Hypothesis 2) 

2.) Nominations to agencies opposed to the president’s ideology and confirmation 

duration (Hypothesis 3). 

Nominations to agencies aligned with the president’s ideology, however, is a stronger predictor 

of increased confirmation duration than nominations to agencies opposed to the president’s 

ideology (See Table 3.6).  This confirms Hypothesis 2 and indicates that senators do employ 

dilatory tactics to prevent the implementation of elements of the president’s ideology.  It also 

confirms Hypothesis 3.  Appointments to agencies ideologically opposed to the president do 

take longer, all other things being held constant.  It is not, however the strongest predictor of 

confirmation duration.  One theoretical explanation is that presidents, regardless of the majority 

party in the Senate, always want to advance their agenda.  The president’s opposition, regardless 

of majority party status, is always opposed to the agenda of the president and always seeks to 

delay confirmations to agencies central to its execution. 

  

                                                
31 1/exp(b) gives the protective effect of an independent variable. 
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Table 3.6 Cox Regression Predicting Nomination Duration (Hypotheses 2 & 3) 

 
 

B SE Wald Sig. Exp(B) 
95.0% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower Upper 

Agencies 
Ideologically 
Aligned to 
the 
President 

-.323 .044 53.789 .000 .724 .664 .789 

Agencies 
Ideologically 
Opposed to 
the President 

-.289 .042 46.135 .000 .749 .689 .814 

President 
(Obama 0, 
Bush 1) 

.351 .036 95.376 .000 1.420 1.324 1.524 

Divided 
Government 
(0=N, 1=Y) 

.073 .038 3.640 .056 1.076 .998 1.160 
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The substantive implications of these findings are that nominations to agencies ideologically 

opposed to the president take 1.34 times longer to confirm than nominations to all other 

agencies; whereas, nominations to agencies ideologically aligned with the president take 1.38 

times longer to confirm than nominations to all other agencies.     

 The survival curves and estimated values give further explanatory context for the effect 

of nominations to agencies with ideologies aligned with the president on confirmation duration. 

Table 3.7 shows the expected value of confirmation duration, in days, of nominations to those 

agencies aligned with and opposed to the president compared to an estimate confirmation 

duration of all other agencies.  

Chapter III: Conclusions 

 The relationship between the president and the Senate in the area of political 

appointments is a dynamic, complex, policy based study of selection.  The interaction illustrates 

how multiple parties and veto players add complexity to the process of selection.  It is clear that, 

for presidential appointees, the agency to which they are being appointed and expectations 

senators have about the implications the appointment has for change to policies they like or 

dislike significantly affects the speed with which they push for confirmation.  Nominations to 

agencies that have known liberal or conservative ideologies arouse the rational political interests 

of senators, their constituents, and interest groups.  Senators, likely those politically opposed to 

the president, seek, at the same time, to engage in ideological protectionism of their favored 

agencies while also minimizing the ability of the presidents to make appointments to agencies 

aligned with their agenda. 

 We see that there has been a general trend of increasing confirmation durations over time, 

however this increase is not strictly monotonic.  Though there is a general trend toward longer  
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Table 3.7 Survival Curve Predictions: Confirmation Duration by Agency-President 
Alignment 

 

Mean Median 

Confirmation 
Duration 
Estimate 
(in Days) 

Std. 
Error 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Estimate 
Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Lower 
Bound 

(In 
Days) 

Upper 
Bound 

(In 
Days) 

Agency 
Aligned 
with the 

President 

112.391 3.930 104.688 120.094 86.000 3.847 78.460 93.540 

Agency 
Opposed 

to the 
President 

92.716 1.450 89.874 95.558 70.000 1.146 67.754 72.246 
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confirmation durations, there is also a repeating pattern of fluctuation of the relative length of 

confirmation durations within a presidency.  The political realities, legislative demands, and 

number of appointments may change in the future; depending on the direction of the change 

baseline confirmation duration could go up or down.  Whether or not change increases or 

decreases the baseline, it is likely that pattern within a presidency will likely stay the same.  The 

baseline duration can be a product of many exogenous factors, whereas the fluctuation within a 

presidency is more representative of the generation and expenditure of political capital.  

 The normative questions about increasing confirmation and the politics surrounding 

appointments have been mentioned by previous authors in their conclusions and suggestions for 

future research; some, to which, I would like to respond.  First there is a common theme among 

much of the literature’s normative discussion that the increases in confirmation duration or 

backlogs in filling vacancies is indicative of dysfunctional government.  I argue that the selective 

application of delaying nominees to agencies with known ideologies is actually indicative of 

highly rational, politically elected agents.  Furthermore, it is indicates senators are perceptive and 

responding to rational political interests and to their elective base. 

Further, many argue that Senate backlog on confirmations creates “leaderless” agencies.  

This, however, is not completely accurate.  Presidents have not remained idle and have attempted 

to stretch their authority to “temporary” fill vacant PAS positions such that, in most cases, 

agency business continues usual (Hogue, 2016).  A 2016 Congressional Research Service report 

on this growing phenomena indicated that vacant PAS positions can be filled in several ways32 

under an interpretation of the Federal Vacancies Reform Act of 1998 such that the temporary 

appointees are not subject to any Senate scrutiny (Hogue, 2016).  These direct appointments or 

                                                
32 In addition to recess appointments. 
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presidentially directed hires generally confer on the official all the legal authority to carry out the 

duties of the office.   Furthermore, if a PAS agency head knows that they are going to retire and 

coordinates personnel planning with the president for strategic political reasons, prior to that 

officials departure they can ensure an already appointed political ally is designated, by 

administrative delegation authority to assume legal authority and power to run the office and 

dictate policy absent a new PAS appointee.  The CRS report notes that, in many cases this is 

being carried on indefinitely, giving the president little incentive to face a potentially hostile 

Senate (Hogue, 2016).  

Chapter III: Future Research 

The insights this research provides on selection, appointment politics, the political 

dynamics between the president, the Senate, and federal agencies also highlight the need for 

future research to further develop our understanding of the political process. 

First, an updated and expanded measure of agency ideology is warranted.   Lewis’ (2008) 

classification should be expanded both to survey more field experts and also incorporate a 

weighted response from non-experts.  The incorporation of non-expert opinions would give 

information about the potential for senators to be acting against an agency because they are 

aware that their constituency opposes that agency.   Furthermore, an option of classifying an 

agency as “always ideologically aligned with the president” would account for some objections 

that could arise over Executive Office of the President appointees being firmly classified as 

either liberal or conservative.  Circuit Courts and District courts can also be incorporated into the 

ranking system, which would allow for a unification of the literature on executive agency 

appointees and the judicial appointees.  Furthermore, for judicial appointees and regulatory 

committee members, a variable should be introduced to measure whether the current appointee is 
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being made to a position previously filled by a president of the same ideology.  For Circuit 

Courts and regulatory committees, there should also be the introduction of a variable indicating 

whether they are a “majority-making” appointment. 

Another area that is promising for future research would be to consider the interaction 

between divided government and the individual independent variables considered.  Whereas this 

study considered divided government as a whole, understanding the relative length of 

confirmation durations under the different conditions of divided vs. united government would 

lead to a greater understanding of the political dynamics involved in presidential appointments.  

Under unified government, presidents are more likely to attempt to politicize opposite ideology 

agencies (Lewis, 2008), giving the opposition party in the Senate (the minority), incentive to 

oppose these attempts at “infiltration”. 

In addition to these proposals, three other issues should be addressed.  These are: 

measures of agency independence and jurisdiction, the utilization of an objective, cross-agency 

measure of appointment rank, and the inclusion of some military appointments.  Measures of 

agency independence and jurisdiction are important to evaluate whether senators are more 

willing to confirm appointments to agencies with limited mission scope and little to no 

regulatory authority.  There are indications in the literature that the president carefully considers 

the competency of those placed in positions with high salience, visibility, and authority; senators 

are equally likely to view these positions as having an greater impact on their constituents and, 

thus, their reelection prospects.  It is expected these positions will draw more rigorous vetting. 

Appointment rank is a variable that warrants improved measure and expanded use.  

Previous attempts at measuring rank have lumped appointees in categories strictly based on their 

title (i.e. all secretaries outrank all undersecretaries…).  While the incorporation of the ranking 
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system of the Executive Schedule set out in 5 U.S.C. §§ 5311–5318 would be an excellent start, 

this ranking system still is guilty of collapsing data in that it ignores intra-executive schedule 

level ranks.  Although it does provide a I-V rank,  a more robust ranking system would be to 

incorporate each federal agency’s equivalent of the Department of Defense’s order of precedence 

(Rhodes, 2014).  Using a titular ranking system would create the false rank equivalency between, 

for example the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of Defense.  Simply using the 

Executive Schedule would collapse ranking of appointees to make it appear that the Secretaries 

of the Army, Navy, and Air Force are all at the same rank as the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 

Executive Schedule Level II.  The Department of Defenses’ Order of Precedence, however, 

makes it clear that both for things as mundane as seating charts, but also for dictation of policy: 

the Secretary of Defense outranks the Deputy Secretary of Defense.  Both the Secretary and the 

Deputy outrank the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force; who, in turn, outrank the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  These rankings have important policy implications as per 

notation four regarding the administrative applicability of the Order of Precedence (Rhodes, 

2014; Rhodes, 2010).  Thus it is important to capture these distinctions in a ranking system.  An 

illustration of this point is that in instances where a meeting occurs between two officials of 

different ranks, definitive policy can be dictated (provided higher ranking official is a civilian 

appointee). In the Pentagon this creates an intricate, choreographed dance when it comes to 

arranging meetings that maybe contentious (e.g. involving acquisitions, political policy, program 

budgeting); particularly when these are inter-service meetings.  As we see from the 2010 version 

of the Order of Prescedence, Deputy Assistant Secretaries of Defense (DASD) “outranked” O-

8’s (Major Generals & Rear Admirals Upper Half) but not O-9’s (Lieutenant Generals & Vice 

Admirals).  Thus, if members of one group at a scheduled meeting learned that the other side had 
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a DASD coming on their behalf, they would always make sure that they either also had a DASD 

coming to represent their interests or an O-9, so as to prevent the other side from being in a 

position to dictate policy (J. F. Cheney, 2016). 

One final and related consideration for future research would be to begin to consider 

some military appointments as important areas of study for presidential appointment politics.  

Although military officers are promoted by presidential nomination and senate approval, these 

are overwhelmingly approved in batches.  Usually scholars have discussed all military 

nominations as if they are rank promotions.  There are specific, high-level appointments in each 

service, dictated in their respective sections under 10 U.S. Code, that require also specific 

appointment by the president and confirmation by the Senate.  For example, each service’s 

respective “Chief of Staff” requires specific nomination and confirmation.  These positions, 

should not be so easily dismissed as political appointments.  The services’ respective chief of 

staff not only has a supervisory role; they play a role that Senators may be keenly interested in: 

acquisitions.  Under 10 U.S. Code § 2547, holders of these positions are given specific statutory 

authority to, among other things, evaluate acquisition programs, prioritize acquisition programs, 

and terminate development of acquisition programs.  Senators who have large defense 

contractors in their state are likely to be highly interested in a nominee’s evaluation of a defense 

program being produced in their state. 

Chapter III: Contributions 

 This article contributes to our understanding of the various factors that affect the dynamic 

relationship between the Senate and the Presidency in regards to presidential nominations.  It 

provides a depiction of rational, politically motivated actors who correctly perceive the value of 

positional goods and the political consequences appointees’ actions can have on agency 
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outcomes.  This article shows that Senate reactions to presidential nominations can be 

characterized as a function of policy expectations. In addition to validating previous hypotheses 

about presidential nominations, this research provides an updated and vastly expanded dataset33 

in terms of scope.  Furthermore, it is the first to incorporate the concept of agency ideology 

relative to the president and senate as an important predictive factor in determining the duration 

of confirmations.  Finally this research provides a wealth of opportunities for future research in 

updating measures of agency ideology and evaluating its effect across a range of other variables. 

 
  

                                                
33 In terms of additional qualities captured about individual presidential nominations.  Only a 

small fraction of these were utilized in this research.  I intend on employing much of this data in 

future research. 
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CHAPTER IV:  SELECTION OF THE POPE 

The papacy is one of the seven remaining absolute monarchies and the only European 

absolute monarchy.  Monarchies are rarely case studies in selection as they are usually 

hereditary; however, the papacy is unique in that it is an elective sacerdotal absolute monarchy.  

The pope is a religious absolute monarch elected from a group of peers.  The office of the papacy 

is simultaneously the spiritual leader to the 1.2 billion Catholics in the world as the Bishop of 

Rome, the Holy See, and also sovereign of the Holy See, a sovereign entity, which operates the 

Vatican City State (See Appendix 4.1 for distinction between the two entities). 

As the Holy See is not a hereditary monarchy succession comes from an election of 

peers.  When the pope dies or resigns it is the body or College of Cardinals who gather to select a 

successor.  In the modern era, Cardinals are senior clerics who represent a broad spectrum of 

nationalities and ethnicities.  When the College of Cardinals gathers to select a new pope at a 

Papal Conclave, the secrecy and exclusivity of voting in the election generates significant 

worldwide interest in the process.  Since these are periods of high saliency and procedural rules 

can affect the process and outcome, Papal Conclaves are excellent case studies for evaluating 

restricted elections and closed decision-making processes. 

In 2004 J.T. Toman evaluated nine modern conclaves (Toman, 2004) to find what 

proportion of cardinals were voting strategically versus sincerely.  All the conclaves she analyzes 
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required an electoral threshold of two-thirds34 of the cardinals in order to successfully elect a 

new pope.  Notably, the last conclave that she evaluates was the 1978 Conclave that resulted in 

the election of Pope John Paul II (r. 1978-2005).  John Paul II, however, was responsible, in 

1996, for modifying the electoral requirements for his successors35 such that, if the Cardinals 

were unable to reach an agreement under a ballot requiring a two-thirds majority after a number 

of failed ballots, the electoral threshold would decrease from a two-thirds majority to a simple 

majority (John Paul II, 1996a).  This modification of the rules of selection is arguably the most 

significant alteration of the rules of selection for Papal Conclaves in the last 800 years.  Toman 

predicts that the 1996 rules changes would have the effect of prolonging “sincere voting36 

patterns”, as the conclave is no longer an “infinite game”, super-majoritarian electoral process. 

Sincere voting patterns, in her estimation, would persist until the conclave switches to a simple 

majority electoral rule, as there is no incentive to compromise. 

This article will utilize the data leaked from the 2005 Papal Conclave to test Toman’s 

hypotheses.  The purpose of this case study is to evaluate the effect of lowering electoral 

thresholds on the behavior of voters.  The impact of electoral thresholds on strategic voter37 

behavior is understudied, with the existing literature focusing primarily on American presidential 

conventions.  This case study will be a significant contribution to the literature as it will be one 

of a few to evaluate a system with a changing electoral threshold and its impact on strategic 

                                                
34 In three conclaves this was modified to be two-thirds plus one vote. 

35 The rules he implemented were reverse by Pope Benedict XVI shortly before his resignation. 

36 Continually voting for the same cardinal regardless of their likelihood of winning. 

37 Varying voting to cast a ballot for a preferred candidate among those likely to win.  
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voting.  I expect to replicate Toman’s estimation of the existence and rate of strategic voting; 

however, I will show that her expectations of the impact of a changing threshold were false. 

Chapter IV: Literature Review 

 As this article is a case study in the unique instance of a Papal Conclave, scholarship on 

strategic voting behavior in restricted elections, strategic voting and feedback, and election 

threshold levels provide context for my subject matter, ground the case study in theory, and 

provide context to my explanatory hypotheses. 

Political elements of the conclave.  Given the topic of this article is related to a religious 

figure, and one whom his flock considers infallible, it is a legitimate question whether this is an 

appropriate topic for political science.  There seems to be confusion, even among religious 

Catholics, regarding the function of the conclave as a device for collective selection rather than 

vox Dei38. Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, who in 2005 was elected to the papacy as Benedict XVI (r. 

2005-2013), responds to these misconceptions stating: 

I would not say so in the sense that the Holy Spirit picks out the pope, because there are 

too many contrary instances of popes the Holy Spirit would obviously not have picked. I 

would say that the Spirit does not exactly take control of the affair, but rather like a good 

educator, as it were, leaves us much space, much freedom, without entirely abandoning 

us. Thus the Spirit's role should be understood in a much more elastic sense, not that he 

dictates the candidate for whom one must vote. Probably the only assurance he offers is 

that the thing cannot be totally ruined. (as quoted in Allen, 2002) 

Though the conclave is a religious event, the actual voting, debate, and rules of selection for the 

papacy are not held as an a-political or supernatural process.  The cardinals invoke the help of 

                                                
38 The voice of God 
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God at the conclave, however, they are not presuming to be expressing, via votes, the will of 

God.  John Allen Jr. summarizes the political nature of the conclave and the decisions and trade-

offs considered by cardinals when voting in them stating: 

When a cardinal decides whom to vote for, in other words, ideas do not drop from 

heaven. He listens to what the candidates have to say, reflects on their record, consults 

members of the college whose judgment he most trusts, and then makes a choice. It is an 

eminently political process, the lifeblood of which is debate. (Allen, 2002) 

Furthermore, Allen goes on to describe how this debate, in the modern era, can be classified as 

being held between three major camps or “parties”.  Although there are no formal parties, no 

public declaration of belonging to one camp; there are observable, aligned groups of cardinals 

that coalesce.  These alliances between Cardinals have shifted from being predominantly along 

national lines to more ideological lines (Toman, 2004).  Although there are issues with any 

classification system, Allen describes modern “parties” within the College of Cardinals as 

existing insomuch as they represent divisions regarding what the “ideal” candidate would 

embody.  Adapting Allen’s names, he describes groups of theological “conservative” 

intellectuals, theologically “moderate doers” concerned with social action, and theologically 

“liberal reformers” who desire to radically change church structure.  Colomer and McLean 

confirm the historical presence of these divisions, noting that three to four factions generally 

appeared per conclave, although the membership of the factions did not always hold over from 

one conclave to another (Colomer & McLean, 1998, p. 18-19).   

Cardinals and suffrage.  In addition to acting as advisors to the pope, one of the chief  

duties of a cardinal is to participate in the selection of a successor to the papacy upon the death 

or resignation of the pope.  Being elevated to the rank of cardinal, though it brings with it some 
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religious privileges and prerogatives, is a question of ecclesial rank.  It is not an additional 

ordination.  Although historically being elevated to the Cardinaliate and thereby becoming a 

member of the College of Cardinals, did not necessarily require one be a bishop, or even a priest; 

under the current law, those selected who are under the age of 80, the maximum voting age (John 

Paul II, 1996), are now always bishops. Within the College of Cardinals there are three divisions.  

From most junior to most senior the divisions of cardinals are: Cardinal-Deacon, Cardinal-Priest, 

and Cardinal-Bishop.  Historically these division also had implications for the weighting of 

votes; in the modern era these divisions are primarily ceremonial formalities based on the time 

one has been a cardinal and the position in which they serve. 

Development of the conclave rules.  The current system of election via conclave, 

though having its roots going back close to millennia, has not always been the singular method 

for selecting a pope.  Understanding the development and implementation of different procedural 

and voting rules helps to evaluate if and how John Paul II’s 1996 rule modifications affected the 

conclave this case study analyzes.  

The Third Council of the Lateran (1179), presided over by Pope Alexander III (r. 1159-

1181), instituted the rules setting the members College of Cardinals as the only group allowed to 

cast a ballot in the papal election.  Furthermore, the canons of the Third Council of the Latern 

gave equal voting rights to all members of the College of Cardinals.  Previously, Cardinal-

Bishops would meet first and select a candidate to present to the rest of the College of Cardinals 

for their assent (Joyce, 1911); now all cardinals, Cardinal-Bishops, Cardinal-Priests, and 

Cardinal-Deacons would be equally involved in the selection of a pontiff.   Finally, in addition to 

defining who could vote and the rights of voters, Pope Alexander III defined the rules of the 

election.  He implemented a threshold rule requiring that, in order to elect a new pope, a man 
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would have to receive two-thirds of the votes of the cardinals (Colomer & McLean, 1998).  

Colomer and McLean describe the goals of these rule changes, stating:   

Giving equality to all of the cardinals in voting might have been an indirect way to 

suggest that a coalition of members form…the basic aim of the qualified majority of two-

thirds seems to have been the formation of a large coalition of cardinals. (Colomer & 

McLean, 1998, p. 9) 

The rule of two-thirds and electoral equality among Cardinals did produce the stability desired in 

that popes were elected from a broader base, however, it also had unintended consequences.  

Since achieving the two-thirds voter threshold required the formation of a large coalition, 

negotiations to form a winning coalition can and did result in lengthy delays (Colomer & 

McLean, 1998, p. 11). 

These delays were what Pope Gregory X (r. 1271-1276) was addressing when he 

published the bull39 Ubi Periculum40 [Latin: Where danger] during Second Council of Lyon 

(1274).  Gregory X modified Pope Alexander III’s decree to include the aspect that during an 

election the cardinals would be “locked away” in seclusion “with a key” (emphasizing their 

inability to escape) until they had reached a decision.  Furthermore, it established other 

restrictions and disincentives for the cardinals to extend the conclave including: limitation of 

food to one plate for lunch and dinner if there was no successful election by the third day, and a 

restriction to bread, water, and wine if the conclave extended to a fifth day (Allen, 2002, p. 106). 

 This “locking away” is what has given name to the conclave, literally cum clave or 

conclave.  Pope Gregory X’s rationale was that sequestering the cardinals until they could make 

                                                
39 A legal pronouncement 

40 Papal documents are generally named for the first words of the document as written in Latin. 
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a decision would shield them from outright external political influence and also inflect a level of 

discomfort, which would aid in the speedy election of future pontiffs.  This would have been in 

the forefront of his mind as the conclave that elected Gregory X took nearly three years. 

In the final year of that conclave (Viterbo, Italy), villagers, who were in a position of 

providing hospitality for the College of Cardinals, barricaded the cardinals inside the papal 

palace hoping that would encourage them to engage in more productive discussion.  When that 

did not produce the speedy result the villagers sought they restricted the now captive cardinals to 

bread and water.  When even this measure failed to produce a result the villager, at the direction 

of Charles of Anjou, tore off the roof of the papal palace to “allow the Holy Spirit in” and 

thereby exposing the Cardinals to the elements41. 

Teobaldo Visconti, who was elected, was the true compromise candidate.  He was not 

even present at the conclave that elected him. When he was elected he was not a bishop; actually 

he was not a priest at all.  He was ordained a priest, consecrated a bishop, coronated and then 

went about the work of, among other things, codifying the harsh conditions that elected him into 

standard procedure. The first election of a pope under these procedures was that held in January 

of 1276, taking exactly one day to come to a decision; electing Innocent V (r. 1276).  Subsequent 

popes, however, suspended these “hardship procedures” and delays began to reappear; one more 

than two years.  This was all the counter-proof necessary for Celestine V (r. 1294) to reestablish 

them (Colomer & McLean, 1998, p. 13). 

Other developments in rules for selection of a pope have affected the procedure of voting.  

The modern form of voting, whereby each cardinal casts one ballot per round, which may be cast 

unrestricted for his one chosen candidate, has not always been the singular system of selection.  

                                                
41 Some sources indicate it was the cardinals themselves that chose to impose these restrictions. 
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Colomer and McLean describe the process and outcomes of approval voting, forms of which 

were used in conclaves between the thirteenth to the seventeenth centauries.  Papal approval 

balloting allowed each cardinal to choose one or several candidates on each ballot.    Vote 

counters would then tabulate election results by combining all nominations received for every 

candidate (Colomer & McLean, 1998, p. 15).  Colomer and McLean note that according to social 

choice theory, the use of approval voting would tend to, “promote consensual, relatively high 

social-utility winners…its advantages make it a highly desirable procedure for single-winner 

elections with more than two candidates—as in election of popes” (Colomer & McLean, 1998, p. 

15).   

Approval voting, however, is not without problems, especially when considered with 

other selection rules for the election of the pontiff, such as the two-thirds election requirement. 

Colomer and McLean describe two unintended outcomes approval balloting had for conclaves.  

First, it can and did lead to more than one candidate receiving votes in excess of the election 

threshold thereby nullifying that round of voting.  This outcome, they note, would become more 

probable as the number of candidates shrinks.  Second, approval balloting can also produce 

conditions with no winner; which becomes more likely the higher the number of candidates and 

the more dispersed the voters.  Forty-one conclaves between 1294 and 1621 utilized some form 

of approval balloting until the papal bulls Eterni Pacis42 and Romanum Decet Pontificem43 

implemented new regulations establishing the single, categoric vote. (Colomer & McLean, 1998, 

p. 15-16). 

                                                
42 Eternal Peace 

43 It befits the Roman Pontiff 
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 Colomer and McLean also describe a second electoral rule that made an appearance 

concurrent with approval voting:  the vote in accessit  or accessus (Latin: yield/assent).  This 

procedure, first seen in 1455, likely was adopted from the Roman Senate, where senators gave a 

visual display of votes by physically moving next to another member whose position they 

wanted to support (Colomer & McLean, 1998).  In Papal Conclaves accessus was a procedural 

change that, in effect, hastened the outcome and lowered the difficulty of achieving a two-thirds 

majority by giving candidates two opportunities during each round of voting to surpass the 

election threshold.  It worked as such:  during one round of balloting if, after the initial votes 

were tabulated and announced, no candidate achieved a two-thirds majority, the Cardinal 

Electors could choose to have recourse to an acceuss vote.  If they elected to do so the first 

ballots from that round would not be immediately destroyed by the scrutatores (vote tabulators) 

and a second ballot blank would be distributed to each cardinal.  Each cardinal then had two 

options: change their vote by writing “Accedo domino Cardinali” (I assent/I move to the Lord 

Cardinal N.) and the name of the cardinal to whom he wished to change his vote, or write Nemini 

if they did not wish to change their vote.   The scrutatores would then tabulate the new amended 

vote count, compare the individual identifying mark or phrase on each ballot to ensure a cardinal 

had not attempted to cast a double vote for the same candidate, and then announce the amended 

results (A’Becket, 1907; Dowling, 1908).  This device provided immediate dynamic information 

about other Cardinals preferences of top vote getters without the influence of extended private 

discussion with other members or attendants (Colomer & McLean, 1998, p. 16-17). 

One final selection rule worth evaluating that that has been abolished is that of Jus 

Exclusivae, or the papal veto.  Predominantly Catholic countries were frequently represented in 

the Roman Curia and at conclaves by a “Cardinal Protector”, that is, a bishop who was elevated 
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to the Cardinalate by request of their respective government to act as their orator (Benigni, 

1908).  Though officially prohibited from de jure exclusion of any candidate, there was a 

tolerated practice where, once in conclave, a cardinal protector could rise prior to a decisive 

ballot and indicate to the other Cardinal Electors an individual that their government considers an 

unacceptable candidate to become pope. Sägmüller describes the strategy involved in employing 

this device, stating, “this declaration could only be made at the last moment, for the reason that, 

by traditional usage, a government might invoke this alleged right only once at the same 

conclave, and consequently would not wish to employ it unnecessarily” (Sägmüller, 1909).  

Acknowledging the repeated papal calls for the conclave to be free from any appearance or 

actual outside secular influence, Sägmüller continues: 

Popes have rejected all right of exclusion by a Catholic state in a papal election. Nor can 

it be admitted that this right has arisen through custom. None of the requisites essential to 

the growth of a customary right are present; reasonableness and prescription are 

especially lacking. To debar precisely the most capable candidates is an onerous 

limitation of the liberty of the electors, and injurious to the Church. Moreover, the cases 

of exclusion by Catholic states are too few to permit the inference of a right acquired by 

customary possession. Recent legislation by Pope Pius X has absolutely repudiated and 

abolished forever this Jus Exclusivae [“right of exclusion” commonly known as the papal 

veto] . (Sägmüller, 1909) 

Pope Pius X’s (r. 1903-1914) legislation referenced is that of Commissum Nobis, which stated 

that the Apostolic See never approved the papal veto, though acknowledged that previous papal 

legislation had not succeeded in preventing it.  He permanently remedied this situation by 

imposing the legal penalty of excommunication latae sententiae (Latin: Sentence Passed) for a 
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cardinal to propose a veto, in any form, at a conclave (Sägmüller, 1909).  This a particularly 

interesting in the procedural rules of the conclave, as the conclave that elected Pius X, in 1903, 

was the last time that jus exclusivae was attempted to be used. 

Pope Pius XII (r. 1939-1958), in 1945, altered election criteria to a two-thirds plus one 

vote majority.  Pope Paul VI (r. 1963-1978) was responsible for limiting the electors to those 

cardinals who were under the age of 80 at the time of sede vacante44.  It was not until Pope John 

Paul II, in his Apostolic Constitution Universi Dominici Gregis, in 1996, that the selection rules 

for Papal Conclaves included the stipulation that the election could end in a simple majority 

ballot.  The specifics of these procedures are laid out in the Review of the 2005 Conclave Rules 

section of this literature review. 

Political party literature.  In addition to the literature on previous procedural changes to 

papal conclave selection rules, literature on political parties’ nomination and convention  

processes shed light on factors that affect the decisions and behaviors of voters in a closed 

decision making process.  An American political party’s presidential convention shares many of 

the procedural and process aspects of a papal conclave.  There is a restricted pool of enfranchised 

voters; in the case of the convention, the delegates, in the case of the conclave, the cardinals.  

Both conclaves and conventions have been held where there was widespread understanding, 

prior to the formal vote, as to the outcome.  At other times, however, perhaps due to deeply held 

divisions in the electorate confounded by the threshold of votes to achieve a successful outcome, 

there have been contested, extended electoral events.  In multi-round elections that continue, ad 

infinitum, until there is a successful election, American political party literature shows that 

                                                
44 Vacant seat.  Meaning the papacy is vacant. 
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voters exhibit behaviors indicative that their observations and estimations of the future action of 

others modify their evaluation of candidates. 

Voting phenomena in restricted elections.  Eugene McGregor (1973),  

describes the stampede or bandwagon effect.  This effect is present especially in sequential and 

multi-ballot elections and is caused by voter uncertainty as a candidate approaches the threshold 

for successful election.  Political primaries would be sequential elections and party conventions 

would be multi-ballot elections.  McGregor defines the bandwagon effect as a large transfer of 

votes from the opposition to the frontrunner.  He argues that this effect begins prior to voters 

believing that the frontrunner likely has a winning majority (McGregor, 1973, p. 464).  

McGregor studied American political conventions during presidential election years and 

documented the bandwagon effect.  He found, that “opposition collapses when the eventual 

winner is somewhat short of the coalition size needed to clinch a nomination” (McGregor, 1973, 

p 464).  Like Papal Conclaves, political party presidential conventions have utilized a variety of 

selection rules throughout their history. 

One aspect that is particularly relevant to this review of the 2005 Papal Conclave is that 

presidential conventions have employed different election thresholds.  In simple-majority 

conventions, McGregor found that, since 1876, the latest that the collapse of vote support for an 

opposition candidate occurred was when the front-runner acquired 41 percent of the vote; with 

most occurring significantly sooner (McGregor, 1973, p. 464).  In conventions with a two-thirds 

threshold, the latest that the collapse of the opposition occurred was when the front-runner 

acquired 59 percent of the delegates with Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932 (McGregor, 1973, p 

464).  In multi-round elections, candidates have two races to win.  Obviously they must meet the 

ultimate vote threshold as established in their convention’s rules of selection; however, they 
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really want to win the “race” to cross the point where they initiate a bandwagon votes in their 

favor. 

 McGregor attributes the bandwagon effect as a product of the pressure that mounts on 

delegates to vote for the eventual winner.  This pressure, McGregor believes, is imposed by the 

uncertainty of delegates.  His major contribution to coalition theory is that voter uncertainty and 

imperfect knowledge actually produces predictable patterns of voter behavior (McGregor, 1973, 

p. 461).    Uncertainty is present at multi-ballot conventions because they require more than one 

round of balloting before a winner is chosen and the only source of equal information shared by 

all delegates is recorded vote counts (McGregor, 1973, p. 470).  Delegates lack perfect 

knowledge of deals being made between the frontrunner and other delegates.  In this position of 

uncertainty delegates supporting the opposition begin to weigh the costs associated in persisting 

voting for the opposition with several tangible and intangible benefits gained by strategically 

changing their vote to the frontrunner. 

Delegates may consider the psychological benefits of supporting the eventual victor, 

which gives them a feeling of ‘ownership’ and the ability to claim credit for the nomination.  

Second, delegates may calculate that beginning to show public support for the frontrunner, even 

if not explicit, may gain them a position in the new administration (McGregor, 1973). 

In addition to these positive motivations to change there are also “negative incentives” 

that can motivate delegate vote change.  Delegates who would consider voting “strategically”, 

but persist in their support for the opposition know they are making a calculated decision; they 

do not know the formula that their fellow supporters of the opposition are using to decide if and 

or when they would switch their vote.  There is a pressure for supporters of the opposition to 

support the eventual winner if they wish to remain influential in the party, to not become an 
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outsider (McGregor, 1973).  Thus, when the frontrunner’s support in a simple-majority 

convention creeps close to or over the 41 percent mark, or at or over the 59 percent mark in a 

convention that requires a two-thirds majority, delegates begin to feel it is dangerous to hang 

their political preferences on the solidarity of the other members in the opposition (McGregor, 

1973, p 464). 

Political primary literature.  Another area of applicability of American political  

literature is in the area of presidential primary analysis.  In one sense, sequential ballots of a 

papal conclave can, in their ability to convey information to the electorate regarding the relative 

performance of a preferred candidate, be compared to presidential primaries.  Alan Abramowitz 

(1987) investigates voters’ pre-nomination presidential primary candidate preferences.  Utilizing 

survey data from the Center for Political Studies' 1984 Continuous Monitoring Survey, 

Abramowitz evaluates Democrats’ presidential candidate preference during the 1984 campaign.  

He found that among those who identified as democrats, affective evaluations of the candidates 

were the strongest influence on candidate preference; however, voter evaluations of the 

candidates' chance of achieving the nomination and their ultimate general election electability 

also influenced candidate preference.  Furthermore, Democrat voters’ evaluation of a candidate’s 

prospects of achieving the nomination was strongly influenced by particular primaries 

(Abramowitz, 1987, p. 49). 

The ability of particular primaries to serve as feedback on candidate progress is due to 

them being staggered over a period of time.  Thus, voters’ evaluation of the prospects of a 

particular candidate achieving the nomination is informed by both cumulative performance and 

performance in the most recent key primary.  Abramowitz also introduces a concept that J.T. 

Toman will incorporate in her analysis of papal conclaves; strategic voting.  Abramowitz 
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describes the thought process of strategic voters stating, “Voters…weigh the candidates' relative 

electability as well as their relative attractiveness” (Abramowitz, 1987, p. 50).  This evaluation is 

not a static, one-time event.  Abramowitz describes the feedback strategic-voters receive as 

dynamic, observing, “because presidential primaries are spread over a period of several months, 

voters receive regular reports on the candidates' relative performance and nomination prospects 

as the campaign progresses” (Abramowitz, 1987, p. 50).  Thus voters inclined to vote 

strategically, can evaluate, at their primary, how to cast a ballot that maximizes their vote’s 

utility. 

 Strategic voting does not necessarily mean that voters have changed their baseline 

evaluation of candidates; they may still prefer the policies or value the qualifications of 

Candidate A over Candidate B, however, they shift their “vote preference” to Candidate B in 

order to maximize the utility of their vote.  A hypothetical example would be: 

EXAMPLE 1: 

• Voter Evaluation: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C 

• Nomination Probability: Candidate C & Candidate B > Candidate A 

• Outcome: Cast Ballot for Candidate B 

EXAMPLE 2: 

• Voter Evaluation: Candidate A > Candidate B > Candidate C 

• General Election Electability: Candidate B > Candidate C > Candidate A 

• Outcome: Cast Ballot for Candidate B 

Abramowitz describes the pragmatic function of strategic voting as: 

Even if voters do not change their opinions about the candidates' qualifications, policies, 

or personal characteristics, new information about the candidates' nomination prospects, 
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based on the results of recent primaries, may cause voters to reassess the candidates' 

chances of winning the general election and to shift their candidate preference. 

(Abramowitz, 1987, p. 51) 

Strategic voting, Abramowitz argues, is a rational act.  Since, most of the time, voters in a late 

primary do not see tangible returns on casting a ballot for a candidate with no chance of 

achieving the nomination; it is rational to vote for one’s preference amongst those candidates 

who still have a chance of winning the nomination.  Furthermore, as to general electability, 

voters may make a rational evaluation they would rather vote for their second choice in the 

primary as they have a better chance of winning a general election and, thus implementing more 

preferred policies than voting for a candidate that matches their policy preferences perfectly but 

has no chance of winning the general election (Abramowitz, 1987, p. 52). 

 In addition to the effect of strategic voting, Abramowitz also documents a “bandwagon” 

effect.  This is the same bandwagon effect that McGregor describes in relation to the American 

presidential conventions.  Abramowitz, however, provides another understanding of the reasons 

voters make the choice to “jump on the bandwagon”.  It should be noted that these two 

explanations are not mutually exclusive, but where McGregor describes the bandwagon more as 

a function of uncertainty, Abramowitz provides a psychological reason for the bandwagon effect.  

Although, he notes, the bandwagon effect is limited by ideological boundaries in the general 

election, in the nomination process, “voters may derive some psychological satisfaction from 

supporting a candidate who appears to be the front-runner for the nomination. In politics, as in 

sports, rooting for a winner is more enjoyable than rooting for a loser” (Abramowitz, 1987, p. 

50).  Regardless of the reason for the individual voter, the fact that some voters are susceptible to 

lower cost-benefit thresholds for strategic voting and bandwagon voting, both of these functions 
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contribute to the variance in candidate support during the primary season (Abramowitz, 1987, p. 

51). 

 Abramowitz’s descriptions of both the strategic voter and the bandwagon effect have 

direct applications to votes in a papal conclave.  This literature review will expand on Toman’s 

contribution regarding sincere vs. strategic voters in the Previous Papal Conclave Analysis 

section.  The application of these concepts, however, follows much of the same model of voter 

tradeoffs as presented above.  In order to translate Abramowitz’s concepts to conclaves, we can 

model primary performance in successive primaries as a Cardinal’s performance on ballots; and 

we can model voter’s evaluation of a candidate’s general electability to a papal electors’ 

evaluation of a cardinal’s probability of achieving the election threshold.   

Previous Papal Conclave analysis.  Although conclaves are secretive events, this does 

not mean that there is a lack of scholarly literature regarding their procedures, outcomes, 

implications, and their economics.  Leighton Williams and David Patton (2015) explore  

information flow from conclaves to the betting market as a means of evaluating how betting 

markets react to information gathered from “closed-door decisions”.  They note that conclaves 

are “closed-door decisions”; as is the selection of United States Supreme Court nominees, vice-

presidential running mate predictions, and other political nomination processes. Thus, they 

confirm confirming the value of the political party convention literature included in this literature 

review (Vaughan Williams & Paton, 2015, p. 391).  Vaughn Williams and Patton document that 

there have been betting markets, informed by publically available and private information 

regarding conclaves for at least 500 years (Vaughan Williams & Paton, 2015, p. 392).  They 

recognize that, although there have been cases of correct initial prediction, markets have a patchy 

history of identifying the future pope at the outset of a conclave; however, they do, “show 
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evidence of having picked up in a number of documented cases genuine information of 

predictive value about the outcome of papal elections” (Vaughan Williams & Paton, 2015, p. 

394).  This information is generated from knowledge of the procedural rules in effect at the time 

of a particular conclave and also from private sources with knowledge of cardinals’ voting 

patterns. 

 Specifically regarding the conclave that this article covers, they note that Cardinal 

Ratzinger, who would end up being elected, entered the conclave with 12:1 odds, however, by 

the second day of the conclave at lunch time he was a favorite at 3:1 (Vaughan Williams & 

Paton, 2015, 393).  Thus political and betting markets can reliably predict the relative 

probabilities of outcomes even in a closed decision making process. 

Sincerity vs. Strategy in previous Papal Conclaves.  J.T. Toman investigated nine 

modern conclaves beginning with Leo XIII’s election in 1878 and including: Pius X (1903), 

Benedict XV (1914), Pius XI (1922), Pius XII (1939), John XXIII (1958), Paul VI (1963), John 

Paul I (1978), and John Paul II (1978).  Her data set is round-by-round voting tallies received by 

each cardinal in each conclave.  This data is derived from primary source diaries and other 

records kept by cardinals participating in the in the conclave and those of their attendants 

(Toman, 2004, p. 7).  She makes an important point regarding the reliability and depth of the 

data, specifically: 

Until the rule of Pius XII [r. 1939-1958], it was legitimate for those attending the 

conclave to make notes during the election, and remove their notes with them. This meant 

that the conclaves of Leo XIII, Pius X, Benedict XV and Pius XI are much richer in 

information than that of the latter popes of John XXIII, Paul VI and the John Pauls. 

(Toman, 2004, p. 7-8) 
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It was, however, still possible for Toman to obtain primary source data for the conclaves after 

1939.  In cases where data was lacking, hearsay was accepted from those known to be, “held in 

confidence” by the cardinals in the conclaves.  In these cases, corroborating secondary sources 

bolsters the data (Toman, 2004, p. 8). 

 Toman’s investigation of voting behavior at the conclave focuses on two questions: what 

is the percentage of sincere voters compared to strategic voters at a conclave and what is more 

influential in a voter’s strategic choice to cast a ballot for a candidate, observed vote count or 

nightly conversations?  In order to measure sincere and strategic voting Toman makes the 

assumption that all vote changes are considered strategic.  Sincere votes, then, are those where, 

“cardinals are only guided by the utility provided by the candidates, and not by the expected 

success of victory” (Toman, 2004, p. 10).  Toman acknowledges she makes strong assumptions, 

but notes that the limitations of the data require them (Toman, 2004, p. 11).  First round votes are 

always considered sincere.  Though this may seem an extremely strong assumption, Toman notes 

that there are historical and theoretical reasons not to dismiss the assumption: 

it is not as heroic an assumption [first round sincerity] as it may first appear. Diary 

evidence from the conclaves indicates that the cardinals are encouraged by each other to 

vote their true preferences on the first round, knowing the election will not resolve on the 

first vote. (Toman, 2004, p. 11) 

As to the percentages of sincere and strategic voting, Toman found that in different conclaves 

percentage of sincere voters range from sixty percent to “20-30” percent (Toman, 2004, p. 11).  

Further, regarding the onset of the element of strategic voting, Toman states: 

excepting the quick transition in the election of John Paul I, the change in strategic 

behavior appears to be a function of the length of the conclave. In the beginning rounds, a 
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large proportion of cardinals remain sincere voters in all the conclaves. (Toman, 2004, p. 

11) 

Toman utilizes a linear feedback count panel data model to model the conclave utilizing a 

generalized method of moments with a quasi-differencing method to obtain an estimate of the 

influence of observed vote count compared to nightly conversations.   She does note the inherent 

limitations of this approach as it results in the exclusion of shorter conclaves.  The generalized 

method of moments model combined with the Chamberlain quasi-differencing method reduces 

conclaves of three rounds to be reduced to only one round of data.  Since her estimation is the 

cumulative effect of observed vote counts compared to nightly conversation, the growth 

explanatory variable collapses two rounds of data.  Thus, estimation for conclaves that lasted 

four ballots or less, she notes, is not possible (Toman, 2004, p. 16). 

 Toman found several phenomena that mirror much of what the American political 

literature describe.  First, she finds that, in a conclave there is a strong positive correlation 

between votes won by a cardinal on the previous ballot and votes won by a cardinal in a current 

ballot.  Second, relating to momentum or bandwagon, she finds that strategic voting cardinals 

seem to favor cardinals who are perceived as growing in their support.  There was a positive 

correlation between cardinals showing vote growth on the previous ballot and votes won in an 

ongoing ballot.  Although she found the momentum, or growth factor is statistically significant, 

it did not have as strong of an impact as other explanatory variables (Toman, 2004, p. 18).  The 

most important form of information for the cardinals was the observed vote count, Toman states, 

“The conversations sometimes worked against the eventual winner; whereas the observed vote-

count [the observation by electors of the number of votes for individual cardinals, read at the 
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conclusion of a round of voting] was the dominant force behind coalescing a winning coalition 

of cardinals behind one candidate” (Toman, 2004, p. 19). 

Conclave projections based on Universi Dominici Gregis.  Toman’s conclave research,  

though extensive, is limited to the time period where conclaves operated under a two-thirds 

threshold for election of a pontiff; with ballots continuing, ad infinitum, until the threshold is 

met.  In her analysis, she notes that John Paul II’s modifications for the election of a pope, 

specifically the rule allowing for a simple majority vote after a series of failed ballots, changes 

the incentives of voters.  Unlike the two-thirds infinite game, Toman notes, “under the new rules, 

it is a finite horizon game” (Toman, 2004, p. 21).  She predicts that this shift will result in: 

• Conclaves will become longer (to reach the simple majority round); 

• A two-man horse-race under the two-thirds rule will not be resolved under the two-thirds 

rule; 

• Sincere voting patterns last for a longer time frame (Toman, 2004, p. 21) 

Chapter IV: Hypotheses 

 This case study tests the hypotheses that: 

Hypothesis 1.  The adoption of a policy requiring a simple majority vote for electing a 

 pope, after failing for 33 ballots to elect a pope with a two-thirds majority vote rule, accelerates 

support for the leading candidate as sequential ballots show support growing closer to or 

exceeding a simple majority. 

Hypothesis 2.  The adoption of a policy requiring a simple majority vote for electing a 

 pope, after failing for 33 ballots to elect a pope with a two-thirds majority vote rule, the number 

of voting rounds necessary for causing sincere voting Cardinal to become strategic voting 

Cardinals decreases. 
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In elections where there is a threshold shift that eases the requirement for election, the 

stampede effect of strategic voters occurs when a candidate approaches the vote percentage 

McGregor observes for the lower elective threshold.  Contrary to Toman’s predictions, the 

option for a simple-majority hastens the onset of strategic voting as different voters have 

different personal thresholds to when they begin to vote strategically.  “Leading” strategic voters, 

as McGregor describes, try to initiate a bandwagon onto a candidate.  In the 2005 Papal 

Conclave, this explains why Benedict not only won in such a short time period, but also won on 

a ballot requiring a two-thirds majority when his supports could have simply held out for a 

simple majority ballot.  The option for a simple-majority outcome also hastened the “two-man” 

race aspect of the election as the option for a simple-majority outcome created uncertainty in 

voters as he approached that threshold even when under a two-thirds ballot.  Strategic voters 

who, perhaps, had a higher threshold at the onset of their vote switching then have an incentive 

to change their ballot to maximize the utility of their vote.  Further, passing, or as McGregor 

suggests, even approaching, the eventual lower threshold, provides more incentive for vote 

switching to the leading candidate as, holding-out for an opposition candidate would simply be 

an unnecessary extension of the conclave while ending in the same result. 

Review of the 2005 Conclave rules.  As the 2005 Papal Conclave is the focus of this  

case study, a review of the particular procedural rules in place at the time is crucial to 

interpreting the results and evaluating Toman’s predictions.  The conclave was governed by rules 

laid forth in Pope John Paul II’s 1996 Apostolic Constitution Universi Dominici Gregis On The 

Vacancy of The Apostolic See And The Election of The Roman Pontiff (Universi Dominici 

Gregis), a revision John Paul II deemed necessary as there was a: 
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Need to take into consideration the general revision of Canon Law which took place [in 

1983]…with the publication and promulgation first of the Code of Canon Law and 

subsequently of the Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches. In conformity with this 

revision…I then took up the reform of the Roman Curia in the Apostolic Constitution 

Pastor Bonus. Furthermore, Canon 335 of the Code of Canon Law, restated in Canon 47 

of the Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches, makes clear the need to issue and 

constantly update the specific laws regulating the canonical provision for the Roman See, 

when for any reason it becomes vacant.  (John Paul II, 1996a) 

Thus, below are pertinent rules, set out by Universi Dominici Gregis, to govern the 2005 

conclave: 

• The right to elect the Roman Pontiff belongs exclusively to the Cardinals of Holy Roman 

Church, with the exception of those who have reached their eightieth birthday before the 

day of the Roman Pontiff's death or the day when the Apostolic See becomes vacant; 

• That the election will…take place in the Sistine Chapel; 

• [Cardinals have a] duty of maintaining the strictest secrecy with regard to everything that 

directly or indirectly concerns the election process itself; 

• The only form by which the electors can manifest their vote in the election of the Roman 

Pontiff is by secret ballot; 

• During the vacancy of the Apostolic See, laws issued by the Roman Pontiffs can in no 

way be corrected or modified, nor can anything be added or subtracted, nor a 

dispensation be given even from a part of them; 

• No Cardinal elector can be excluded from active or passive voice in the election of the 

Supreme Pontiff, for any reason or pretext;  
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• From the moment when the Apostolic See is lawfully vacant, the Cardinal electors who 

are present must wait fifteen full days for those who are absent…But when a maximum 

of twenty days have elapsed from the beginning of the vacancy of the See, all the 

Cardinal electors present are obliged to proceed to the election; 

• The Cardinal electors, from the beginning of the election until its conclusion and the 

public announcement of its outcome, are not to communicate � whether by writing, by 

telephone or by any other means of communication � with persons outside the area where 

the election is taking place…;  

• [For] The valid election of the Roman Pontiff two thirds of the votes are required, 

calculated on the basis of the total number of electors present; 

• Should it be impossible to divide the number of Cardinals present into three equal parts, 

for the validity of the election of the Supreme Pontiff one additional vote is required; 

• Should the election begin on the afternoon of the first day, only one ballot is to be held; 

then, on the following days, if no one was elected on the first ballot, two ballots shall be 

held in the morning and two in the afternoon; 

• In the event that the Cardinal electors find it difficult to agree on the person to be elected, 

after balloting has been carried out for three days …voting is to be suspended for a 

maximum of one day in order to allow a pause for prayer, informal discussion among the 

voters, and a brief spiritual exhortation given by the senior Cardinal in the Order of 

Deacons.  Voting is then resumed in the usual manner, and after seven ballots, if the 

election has not taken place; there is another pause for prayer, discussion and an 

exhortation given by the senior Cardinal in the Order of Priests. Another series of seven 

ballots is then held and, if there has still been no election, this is followed by a further 
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pause for prayer, discussion and an exhortation given by the senior Cardinal in the Order 

of Bishops. Voting is then resumed in the usual manner and, unless the election occurs, it 

is to continue for seven ballots.  

• If the balloting does not result in an election, even after the provisions of [above bullet-

point] have been fulfilled…the election will then proceed in accordance with what the 

absolute majority of the electors decide. (John Paul II, 1996a)  

 
 Thus, the selection of a pope, for the first time since prior to 1179 could be the result of a 

simple-majority rather than a two-thirds majority vote. 

Chapter IV: Framework & Methods 

In utilizing Toman’s model of sincere and strategic voting, I extend it to the 2005 

conclave and challenge her predictions of the implications of the conclave rule change.  Using 

her statistical method to determine the level and onset of the major strategic vote shifting, the 

percentages of sincere and strategic voters are calculated as: 

Let n be the number of cardinals in the conclave. Each cardinal i = 1,... receives an 

integer number of votes in each round Vit � [0, n − 1] as a cardinal cannot vote for 

himself and m ≤ n as cardinals receiving zero votes throughout the entire election are 

excluded from the model. There are discrete rounds to the election, t, where t potentially 

ranges from t � [1, ∞)… Vit is a function of the number of sincere voters, the behavior 

of the strategic voters, and the unobserved heterogeneity of the cardinals.  

 (Toman, 2004, p. 9-10)  

Thus, all first votes are treated put formulaically with V votes for Cardinal i at round t=#: 

(Vit−1 −Vit−#) =∆V 
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Repeated for all cardinals m receiving votes in the conclave.  Thus for any round strategic vote 

percentage is: 

(∑∆!!! )
!!

∗ 100 = Vstrategic % 

Thus, sincere voters for the same round are calculated: 

(100- Vstrategic) = Vsincere % 

Chapter IV: Dataset 

 The 2005 Conclave data are derived primarily from a diary purportedly kept by an 

anonymous Cardinal and subsequently leaked to Italian state media journalist Lucio Brunelli 

where it was published in the Italian geopolitical monthly, Limes (Limes, 2009).  News reports 

from la Repubblica provide further detail and corroboration (Smargiassi, 2012). 

Chapter IV: Results 

 Analysis of the 2005 Conclave resulted in several insights about strategic voting behavior 

and papal conclaves.  First, it should be noted that the 2005 Conclave resulted in the election of 

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, who took the name Benedict XVI.  Benedict’s conclave took only 

four ballots to achieve a successful election under a two-thirds rule, whereas the mean number of 

ballots required for a successful election for the previous nine conclaves was 7.33.  

Regarding Hypothesis 1, if we look at Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 we see, on the first 

ballot, Cardinal Ratzinger received 47 votes, equaling 41% of ballots cast.  Since ballots are a 

lagged indicator, that is, voters can only respond to the results Ballot 1 during Ballot 2, we see 

that approaching the threshold for the simple majority, though not sufficient to achieve election, 

pushes many of the strategic voters to Cardinal Ratzinger on the second ballot, netting him 65 

votes (57%), on the second ballot, however, Cardinal Bergoglio also displays a marked rise in 

support, going from 10 votes (9%) to 35 votes (30%).  At this point, however, provided the 
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Ratzinger supporters are steadfast in holding him above the simple majority, the outcome of the 

conclave is clear.  Now Cardinal Ratzinger and Cardinal Bergoglio account for 100 of the 115 

votes cast, since Cardinals cannot vote for themselves, there are thirteen electors who could be 

swayed to one camp or another.  The best Cardinal Bergoglio’s supporters could have done was 

to convince some of those thirteen voters to consonlidate around him and attempt to use his large 

first to second round vote increase as a signal of momentum.  Cardinal Bergoglio’s supporters 

may have been hopeful with the reading of the third ballot, as he did pick up 5 votes; but 

Cardinal Ratzinger picked up 8 votes.  The support for Cardinal Ratzinger was overwhelming, 

consistently growing, and now, in the third round, again above the 50% threshold (with 72 votes, 

he was at 63%).  The fourth ballot ended the conclave, with Cardinal Ratzinger gaining the 

support of 14 voters previously supporting Cardinal Bergoglio, giving Ratzinger 84 votes, well 

above the two-thirds threshold required for election. 

 This narrative and the data confirm Hypothesis 1, that is, the introduction of a rule 

allowing for an eventual simple majority outcome accelerates support for a candidate as they  
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Figure 4.1 2005 Conclave Vote Percentage 
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Figure 4.2 2005 Conclave Number of Votes Received By Cardinals in Each Ballot   
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show sequential ballots of support growing close to or exceeding a simple majority.  We see 

almost two bandwagons, one for Ratzinger after showing support at the level McGregor 

describes for conventions held under simple majority rule, and another after voters learned the 

results of the second ballot, which had support for Cardinal Ratzinger at the level McGregor 

describes for a bandwagon at conclaves that require a two-thirds majority. 

Toman’s prediction that the finite-horizon simple majority rule would extend sincere 

voting patterns is not supported (See Figure 4.3).  Compared to previous conclaves, where 

Toman noted that sincere voting extend usually for several rounds, voters who were inclined to 

vote strategically did so in comparatively large numbers in the second round in the 2005 

conclave.  This could be due to the quick appearance of two candidates garnering significant 

support: Cardinals Ratzinger and Bergoglio.  By the second round it is clear that the conclave has 

centered around these two candidates thus incentivizing strategic voters to indicate preference 

between the two.  In 2005, second round strategic voting was 37.39%; compared to Toman’s 

average for second round strategic percentage (21%).   This supports Hypothesis 2, that the 

introduction of a finite horizon simple-majority ballot outcome after a series of failed two-third’s 

ballots hastens onset of strategic voting.  I expect this is due to the race to establish one’s 

preferred cardinal as a frontrunner and push their votes above a threshold for a bandwagon effect 

to begin.  Essentially, cardinals know that under the new rules, the ability of a “Cardinal John 

Doe” to show consistent results approaching or above a simple majority, especially early in the 

balloting, makes the ballots between the demonstration of this support and the onset of a simple-

majority rule an exercise in futility for those supporting the cardinal in second place.  It is 

noteworthy that this case study, however, did fall within and seem to confirm Toman’s previous 

estimation of percentage of sincere and strategic voting in papal conclaves. 
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Figure 4.3 2005 Conclave Round-By-Round Percentage of Sincere vs. Strategic Voting 

Note: J. T. Toman’s (2004) formula was utilized to calculate Sincere and Strategic Voting Percentages  
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The data also rejects Toman’s hypothesis that the rule changes would result in a lowered 

willingness to compromise.  It appears that, for the individual voter, the simple-majority rule 

increases their incentive to compromise and expediently choose one of the front-runners.  Not 

only individually, but also collectively.  Under the updated rules, if there were no incentive to 

compromise, supporters of a “losing” candidate would desire to drag the conclave out, 

weakening the political capital of the cardinal eventually elected by forcing them to be elected 

under a simple majority rule.  This, however, is not what happened, Cardinal Ratzinger was 

elected Benedict XVI under a two-thirds ballot, consolidating support not only from strategic 

voters supporting Cardinals garnering little support, but also from the Cardinal who was polling 

in second place. 

Although when the data were originally leaked, some assumed that it was a post-conclave 

attempt to weaken the legitimacy of Benedict XVI’s papacy (Magister, 2005).  Thoughtful 

analysis, however, indicates that this is not what the data show.  In order for Toman’s prediction 

of support for an opposition candidate to persist to force a simple majority vote, Benedict’s 

opposition would have not only had to be more intense, but also more uniform.   That is to say, 

his election by an overwhelming majority illustrates well both the strategic voting behavior that 

Abramowitz describes and the uncertainty principle that McGregor describes.  Though some 

cardinals did not have Ratzinger as their first choice, many switched to him upon seeing he had a 

good chance of election.  Further, those in ideological opposition to Benedict XVI seem to have 

varying thresholds at which they ceased their persistence in voting for an opposition candidate. 

Chapter IV: Conclusions 

 The 2005 Papal Conclave is a valuable case study in understanding how procedural rules 

can affect strategic behavior.  Conclaves, as documented in the literature, are long running 
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historical electoral events.  Though their historical development experimented with different 

procedural rules to facilitate a two-thirds majority of cardinals to agree on a candidate, the super-

majoritarian requirement had been a constant threshold in all rounds of all conclaves.  In terms of 

Papal Conclaves, the 2005 Conclave is the only conclave that could serve as a case study as it is 

the only conclave where a simple-majority outcome was possible.  Furthermore, the 2005 Papal 

Conclave also quickly centered around two candidates, which was one of Toman’s assumptions 

in making her predictions about the impact about the rule change.  There are, however, obvious 

limitations.  Given that Benedict XVI, just prior to his retirement, eliminated the simple-majority 

election option rule, we may never get a chance to replicate this case study.   

This case study leads to several insights about how the bandwagon effect and thresholds 

affect voter behavior at Papal Conclaves.  Furthermore, it leads to a greater understanding of 

how rules and procedures affect both the process of selection and its outcome. 

 First, bandwagon effect at Papal Conclaves is initiated by observed vote count; however, 

what the positive tangible outcomes are and how they are communicated differ from political 

conventions.  As documented, at Papal Conclaves there are regular times for discussion between 

cardinals (Toman, 2004).  Even if we were to look at the process as a strict quid pro quo, 

although the pope that gets elected may not know exactly who voted for him, he would know 

who was lobbying for and against him.  Furthermore, there is the ability to validate, in the 

aggregate, votes pledged to those lobbying on behalf of the future pontiff by matching their 

conversations against the following observed vote count. 

 There are other less cynical, dynamic arguments for the bandwagon effect that approach 

strategic voting behavior from a more positive approach.  Given that law forbids campaigning 

prior to the death or resignation of a pope, there are varying levels of uncertainty of those in all 
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“ideological camps” as to who the ‘presumptive’ leader of that group would be.  Furthermore, 

cardinals may have multiple issue interests that their ideal candidate would represent.  The 

discussion after a voting round allows for groups to form around leading vote getters.  Supporters 

of the leading vote getters can approach other cardinals, solicit what their chief concerns are for 

the direction of the Church, and who they would prefer to see elected.  Then they can make a 

reasoned argument as to why one of the leading vote getters is the most likely to get elected who 

represents the majority of their interests, or the most likely to get elected that represents their 

most important interests. 

 The question of why the bandwagon effect is present at Papal Conclaves is answered 

much easier than how it is initiated.  Papal Conclaves are no different than any other ordered 

process of selection where rational actors must come to a collective decision.  Why then, would 

there be different views among them?  Setting aside the discussion of theology; they may all be 

Catholic, but that does not mean they all agree on which elements of Catholic dogma and 

doctrine should be stressed in interacting with the “modern world”.  Simply put, cardinals, like 

convention delegates, have differing valuations of the relative importance of issues open to 

debate.   Furthermore, like primary voters, simply because cardinals may be open to voting for a 

number of candidates does not mean that they do not have a preference order.  Finally, this 

preference order can be affected by new information about the positions of a candidate and their 

perceived electability.   

 Among cardinals, in addition to the election threshold, different valuations of the relative 

importance of issues can result in some electors placing a higher value on having a “quick 

conclave”.  Some cardinals may value a speedy conclave, viewing the prompt filling the vacancy 

as an indication of unity.  Although it is debatable how true a measure this is, it is logical that 
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strategic voters are more likely sensitive to having a quick decision than sincere voters.  To this 

point, Cardinal Marc Ouellet observed, regarding the thought process behind the importance of 

the speedy decision in the 2005 Papal Conclave, “it must be quick and clear-cut. Otherwise the 

reception would be disastrous” (Gibson, 2013). 

 Parallels can be seen here with presidential primaries.  Although there was a question as 

to whether the 2016 Republican Convention would be contested, this now appears that is 

unlikely.  There was a “#NeverTrump” movement among some conservatives and party elites 

alike; however, many former “#NeverTrump”-ists are now lobbying for the Trump campaign or 

doing the groundwork of capturing the votes of previously hostile wings of the Republican party 

(Isenstadt, 2016; McManus, 2016).  For some previously declaring they would never support 

Trump’s candidacy, “it's better to grit their teeth and hope for the best than to fight a losing 

battle” (McManus, 2016).  For party elites, a contested convention presents one of the most 

existential threats to their power structure.  In the case of the Trump candidacy they are faced 

with the same decision that others face when weighing costs and benefits:  although supporting 

Trump might “leave a bad taste in their mouths”, the “prospect of another Clinton presidency” 

has lead many to draw-up plans to aid Trump’s campaign (Isenstadt, 2016). 

 This leads to an insight as to the logic behind the addition of a simple-majority Papal 

Conclave rule.  Even though the 2005 Papal Conclave never got to the point of having a simple-

majority election, and contrary to the predictions of J.T. Toman, it may have been the intent of 

Pope John Paul II that the simple-majority rule would lead to faster conclaves.  Himself a 

participant in a conclave after a longer than average pontificate, it is logical that Pope John Paul 

II might have placed a value on the appearance of decisiveness, unity, and expeditiousness in a 
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conclave.  Thus, his intent, from the outset, may have been to induce those open to strategic 

voting to form a coalition quickly.   

 Finally, this case study lends some general insights into our theoretical understanding of 

selection.  First, selection is a dynamic process where rules matter.  Further, rules of selection 

impact both the “what” is decided and the “how” the decision is achieved. 

Chapter IV: Contributions 

This case study provides worthy contribution to both the areas of strategic voting, the 

effect of rules on selection outcome, and also to our understanding of how Papal Conclaves 

work.  This is an added benefit as conclaves, their procedure, their history, and their projected 

outcome become extremely newsworthy and highly salient after the death or resignation of a 

pope. 

This case study is also applicable to our understanding of the strategic behavior of 

delegates at presidential conventions, electors at board meetings, and many other “closed-door” 

elections and selections.  Furthermore, it tests the external validity of Toman’s theory that 

simple-majority voting rules cause longer patterns of sincere voting and longer conclaves, as 

there is no longer the need to compromise one’s vote.  Finally, this research asserts that the 

introduction of a finite-game rule reduces the duration of time necessary for electing a pope. 

 Though the case study is on a relatively specialized selection event, it is arguably the first 

that combines literature and theories of strategic voting and electoral thresholds.  The outcome of 

this case study is applicable to those crafting rules, or “deciding how to decide”; as it provides an 

insight into how procedural measures actually affect voter behavior.  Future research is 

warranted in areas of strategic voting and coalition theory regarding the interaction between 

complex coalitions, election thresholds, and the bandwagon effect. 
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CHAPTER V:  BRIEF SUMMARY 

The strategic and political aspects of selection and appointment have received limited 

scholarly attention.  Prior research has primarily focused on one system of selection or 

appointment.  This dissertation contributes to our understanding of the strategic and political 

elements of selection and appointment by investigating the influences, constraints, 

considerations, and strategies under different systems, with different constraints, and from 

different perspectives.  In this final, brief, summary chapter, I recount the findings of the studies 

and propose a few broad suggestions for future research. 

Chapter Two considered the determinants of appointments to different bureaucratic job 

types in a legally unconstrained system by evaluating Papal appointments to the Roman Curia.  

Through evaluation of the constitution governing the Roman Curia, the rank of Curial 

appointments were calculated, and appointments were categorized as either diplomatic, 

administrative/economic, executive, or judicial.  Data on the appointees’ years of education and 

prior work experience by job type were also collected.  Next, a measure of the appointees’ 

ideological closeness to Pope Benedict XVI was generated by evaluating appointees’ agreement 

or disagreement with Pope Benedict on salient ecclesial issues.  Supporting all of its hypotheses, 

the study found first, that appointees to diplomatic and judicial jobs have more relevant job 

experience than appointees to other job types.  Second, a positive correlation exists between 

years of judicial education and judicial appointments, thus demonstrating that positions with high 

education requirements restrict lateral movement.  Third, there is a statistically significant 

positive correlation between the appointees’ ideological closeness to the pope and the rank of the 
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office of appointment.  Fourth, ideological closeness to the pope is positively associated with 

appointments to positions that have a greater impact on the pope’s agenda, such as executive and 

judicial appointments.  Finally, ideological closeness to the pope is negatively associated with 

appointments that have limited impact on his agenda, such as diplomatic appointments. 

Chapter Three investigated political selection in the presence of a veto player.  In the 

United States, the Senate acts as a veto player for presidential appointments. Building on and 

expanding American political science literature, this study evaluated factors that contribute to 

increased confirmation durations for PAS positions.  Utilizing a classification of federal agencies 

developed by Lewis (2008) and Presidential Nomination (PN) data for the Bush and Obama 

presidencies, this study applied survival analysis to evaluate variables that affect confirmation 

duration.  The study presented three hypotheses:  the ideological response hypothesis, the issue 

response hypothesis, and the politicization response hypothesis.  The ideological response 

hypothesis, which states that the Senate subjects nominees to liberal or conservative agencies to 

greater confirmation durations, was supported.  Appointees to liberal and conservative agencies 

experienced statistically significantly longer confirmation durations than appointees to moderate 

agencies.  The issue response hypothesis, which asserts that the Senate subjects nominees to 

agencies aligned with the president’s ideology to longer confirmation durations, and the 

politicization response hypothesis, which claims that the Senate subjects nominees to agencies 

opposed to the president’s ideology to longer confirmation durations, were both supported.  The 

issue response hypothesis, however, was a stronger predictor of increased confirmation duration.  

Overall, this study illustrates that there are strategic considerations in the appointment process 

when there is a veto player involved and that the veto player can and does affect “when” the 

chief executive gets a political outcome. 
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 Chapter Four presented a case study in peer-selection and evaluated how procedural 

rules affect the outcome of selection events.  Utilizing data leaked from the 2005 Papal 

Conclave, I evaluated and supported previous predictions of the levels of strategic and sincere 

voting at papal conclaves.  Furthermore, the 2005 Papal Conclave served as an excellent case 

study regarding the importance of procedural rules in the “game” of political selection.  Whereas 

previous papal conclaves required a two-thirds majority for the successful election of a pope and 

continued ad infinitum until this election threshold was reached, the 2005 Papal Conclave had a 

procedural rule allowing for an eventual simple-majority vote to elect the pope.  This changed 

the conclave from an infinitely repeating game to a game with a finite end.  Previous scholarship 

made projections about how this procedural rule change would affect the conclave duration and 

the onset of strategic voting.  I demonstrated that this rule change actually increased the speed of 

the onset of strategic voting behavior that, subsequently, increased the speed of electing the 

Pope.  Further, I showed that the presence of a simple-majority rule actually increased support 

for the leading candidate, resulting in one of the shortest conclaves in history. 

This dissertation has evaluated the elements of political selection and appointment in 

three frameworks.  It shows that showing that political selection is a dynamic process where the 

attributes of the selectee, the presence of a veto player, and the procedural rules all contribute to 

the outcome.  

Although study-specific future research was discussed in each chapter, there are some 

broad extensions for future research that should be considered.  First, to synergize the value of 

these studies, future scholarship should consider applying the approach utilized by these three 

studies to one specific research area.  This could include investigating federal offices containing 

a significant mixture of PAS and presidential appointees not requiring senate confirmation.  
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Parliamentary democracies and non-democratic regimes would also provide excellent 

opportunities to apply the approaches of this dissertation.  Further, consideration should be given 

to expanding the time-period evaluated.  Focusing on one singular area would allow for a more 

integrated understanding of the political elements of selection; whereas, the inclusion of a longer 

time period would enhance the internal and external validity of the research findings.  Finally, 

there is a potential pool problem with some of the categorizations utilized by these studies.  The 

parallel use of a more specific variable to gauge ideology, for example, the generation of a 

variable similar to a DW-NOMINATE score for agencies could help to address this issue by 

providing a continuous measure of agency ideology. 

All three studies presented in this dissertation reveal that selection is a dynamic political 

process.  That is to say that the process of selection and the elements that influence selection 

change based on the type of job being considered, the presence of a veto player, and the 

procedural rules governing selection.  Chief executives, or selectors, make different valuations of 

selectee attributes based on the function of job they are being considered for and the impact that 

job has on the chief executive’s agenda.  Further, the presence of a veto player in the process of 

selection can profoundly affect the “when” desired appointees are formally able to assume their 

positions.  Even in cases where a veto player does not veto a chief executive’s selection, as is 

usually the case with the United States Senate, their presence introduces a political entity in the 

selection process that complicates the exchange of political capital, frequently resulting in 

delays. 

  Finally, the rules of a selection process matter and changing those rules can and does 

have an impact on the behavior of selectors, the duration of the process, and the outcomes.  
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Procedural rules set the “road lines” of the selection process, which influence the strategic 

behavior of everyone involved. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 2.1 Relationship Between Independent Variables and Job Type 

Table A.2.1.1 ANOVA for the Relationship between the Independent Variables and Job 
Type 

 
Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Years of Experience Relevant to 
Position 

Between Groups 2595.826 3 865.275 

6.497 .001 
Within Groups 10520.732 79 133.174 
Total 13116.557 82  

Years of Education Relevant to 
Position 

Between Groups 206.759  3 68.920 

18.401 .000 
Within Groups 295.892  79 3.745 
Total 502.651 82  

Total Years of Education 

Between Groups 85.828  3 28.609 

3.421 .021 
Within Groups 660.678  79 8.363 
Total 746.506 82  

Ideological Closeness to the Pope 

Between Groups 124.434  3 41.478 

21.585 .000 

Within Groups 151.807  79 1.922 

Total 276.241 82  
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Appendix 2.2 Ideological Closeness Score Replication 

Table A2.2.1  Ad Hoc Ideological Closeness Score Replication Table 

Respondent Number Respondent Job Type 
Number of Appointees 
Rated by Respondent 

Mean Difference Between 
Researcher's Ideological Closeness 
Score and Respondent’s Ideological 
Closeness Score 

1 Academic 7 -0.428571428571429 

2 
Clergy Member, Religious 
Member, or Church Leader 5 

-0.200000000000000 

3 
Clergy Member, Religious 
Member, or Church Leader 14 

-0.571428571428571 

4 
Clergy Member, Religious 
Member, or Church Leader 44 

0.204545454545455 

5 
Clergy Member, Religious 
Member, or Church Leader 15 

-0.400000000000000 

6 Journalist/Media 18 -0.555555555555556 
7 Academic 9 0.3333333333333333 
8 Journalist/Media 11 0.181818181818182 
9 Journalist/Media 31 -0.193548387096774 
Total  154 0.837662338 
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Appendix 4.1 The Vatican vs. The Holy See 

Although the media frequently use “The Vatican” as interchangeable for “The Holy See”; 

there are important distinctions that should be made in order to properly understand this research 

in terms of a political science case study on selection.   Although some writers choose to make 

the distinction of discussing the Vatican City State as opposed to The Holy See, believing this is 

indicates they are discussing strictly political, non-religious matters; this would be incorrect.  

Likewise, writers who utilize the distinction of “The Holy See” in an attempt to clarify that they 

are discussing religious matters that have nothing to do with international politics are also in 

error.  Much of this confusion is due to the set circumstances that created the State of Vatican 

City and also general lack familiarity in the modern West with monarchs preforming anything 

other than a ceremonial role.   

The Holy See Press office clarifies the distinction between the two entities and also how 

they are united under one elected, religious ruler: 

The expression Holy See refers to the supreme Authority of the Church, and thus the 

Pope as Bishop of Rome and head of the College of Bishops.  Defines therefore the 

Central Government of the Catholic Church.  As such, the Holy See is an institution 

which, according to the international laws and customs, has a juridical personality which 

permits it to sign treaties and to send and receive diplomatic representatives, as juridical 

equivalent of a state. 

The State of Vatican City came into existence with the Lateran Treaty between 

the Holy See and the Kingdom of Italy on 11 February 1929 and ratified on 7 June 1929, 

by which Italy recognized the full property rights and exclusive sovereignty on the 

Vatican as it is made up at present .  It is a very small territorial entity, with the purpose 
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of making it possible for the Pope to exercise freely his Ministry of governing the 

universal Church. 

The State of Vatican City and the Holy See, both sovereign subjects of 

international public law, universally recognized, are indissolubly united in the person of 

the Supreme Pontiff, as Head of State, who possesses full legislative, judicial and 

executive powers. (Holy See Press Office, 2006b) 

Thus, it is the Holy See with which 180 other states have diplomatic relations (Secretariat of 

State Section for Relations with States, 2009).  It is the Holy See that Governs and operates the 

State of Vatican City (Vatican City), which makes up the bulk of the territorial holdings of the 

Holy See (See Illustration A.4.1.1).  As the governance, spiritual and temporal, is unified under 

one religious authority the distinctions can become quite nuanced.  For example, both the Holy 

See and the Vatican City issue passports; the former primarily to the Church’s Diplomats, the 

latter to the small citizenship of the Vatican City State.  It is the Vatican City that has a monetary 

agreement with the European Union (Vatican City State Philatelic and Numismatic Office, 

2009).  Military “power” is another area of crossover, the Pontifical Swiss Guard is a troop of 

Swiss soldiers that maintained by the Holy See that serve as a personal protection and security 

detail for the Pope; though as they are garrisoned in the Vatican City they have they comprise the 

active military force of the Vatican City. 

 Like any other sovereign entity, there is a need for a mint, diplomats, police, 

administrative services, law, courts, telecommunications services, transportation, press corps, 

postal services, and obviously, ample church space.  Central to running all of this is the pope.  In 

addition to the aspects of operating a sovereign state, the pope has a daunting worldwide spiritual 

task.  As with other governments and large entities, the size and scope of jurisdiction of the 
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papacy dictates a division of labor and task delegation to close advisers; cardinals.  Cardinals, 

however, are not just created to serve as advisors; they serve a unique political and religious 

function for the Holy See. 
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Illustration A.4.1.1 (Holy See Press Office, 2006a) 

 Map of the Vatican City State 

 

 


